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Abstract

Human social interaction is as common as complex to understand. It is a part of

our routine life ranging from houses to communal places either in direct face-to-face

interaction or through digital media. During these interactions, humans exchange

their thoughts, intentions, and emotions effectively. They use verbal language along

with non-verbal social signals such as variation in voice tune, hand gestures, facial

expressions, and body posture. This non-verbal part of communication is still less

understood despite the fact of recent huge research progression and computational

advancement. Recently, social interactions in groups such as meetings, standing con-

versations, interviewing, and discussions have become popular areas of research for

the social computing domain. In this thesis, we propose and investigate novel compu-

tational approaches for the application of emergent leadership detection, leadership

style prediction, personality traits classification, and visual voice activity detection

in the context of small group interactions.

First of all, we investigated the emergent leadership detection in small group meeting

environments. The leaders are key players in making the decision, facing problems,

and as a result, playing an important role in an organization. In organizational

behavioral research, the detection of an emergent leader is an important task. From

the computing perspective, we propose visual activity-based nonverbal feature ex-

traction from video streams by applying a deep learning approach along with the

feature encoding for low dimensional representation. Our method shows improved

results even as compared to multi-modal non-verbal features extracted from audio

and visual. These novel features also performed well for the application of auto-

cratic or democratic leadership style prediction and the discrimination of high/low

extraversion.

Afterwards, we explored the problem of voice activity detection (VAD) extensively.

VAD is defined as “Who is Speaking and When”. Usually, VAD is accomplished

using audio features only. But, due to some physical or privacy-related constraints,

the audio modality is not always accessible which increases the importance of VAD

based on visual modality only. Visual VAD is also a very useful for several social

interactions analysis related applications. We performed a detailed analysis to find
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out an efficient way of representing the raw video streams for this task. A full upper

body based holistic approach is adopted instead of using only lips motion or facial

visual features as mostly suggested by the literature. Motivated from psychology

literature, gesticulating style while speaking varies from person to person depending

upon ethnic background or type of personality. An unsupervised domain adaptation

is also adapted and gives a good boost in VAD performance. We introduce the new

RealVAD dataset, which is used to benchmark the VAD methods in real-life situa-

tions. Lastly, we performed body motion cues based VAD learning in conjunction

with a weakly supervised segmentation scheme.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the unique characteristics of us as a social animal is the ability to com-

municate in a sophisticated way. We transmit our ideas and internal feelings via

two parallel channels of information during communication, which include verbal

language and non-verbal social signals. We utter this co-speech or non-verbal in-

formation spontaneously during conversations [11]. The non-verbal social signals

can be further disintegrated into facial expression, hand motion, body gestures, and

interpersonal proximity [12]. Sometimes this non-verbal part of communication acts

as complementary information which helps our listener to decode and comprehend

what we want to convey [13]. But in some situations, it truly represents our inter-

nal feelings against our verbal saying e.g deception detection [14]. The computing

domain related to modeling, investigation, and synthesis of this non-verbal part in

the context of human to human and human to computer interaction is named as

Social Signal Processing (SSP) [15, 12, 16, 17, 18].

Social Signal Processing (SSP) is an interdisciplinary area of research that seeks to

understand and model social relationships (human social sciences) with the help of

computing science [19]. The main ultimate goal of the SSP domain is to empower the

machines with an ability to understand, comprehend and express these non-verbal

signals to understand human behavior automatically and become an effective social
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partner in real life (complex environment). Thanks to deep learning and rapidly

growing computing capabilities, this area is rapidly evolving.

Generally, there are two ways to empower the machine with social skills. One

approach is to encode all the rules that humans observe during social interactions

[20]. However, despite the reality of its significance in social communication, social

interactions are relatively less understood even in a social psychology study, which

makes it difficult to formalize and understand these social signals [21]. Another way

of social signal modeling are data-driven approaches [22], sometimes named as a non

symbolic or connectionist approach [23]. These data-dependent approaches purely

learn from data without hard-coding the high-level representations and it needs

huge data to generalize well in the real world. Recently, we have witnessed a big

surge in Natural Language Understanding (NLU) which strengthens the machine’s

verbal communication understanding to freely communicate with humans. This is

due to the availability of large scale language and speech data [24] and powerful deep

learning models [25]. This progress in NLU motivated us to apply an analogous data-

dependent deep learning approach to real-world data to understand the non-verbal

behavior analysis.

There is a fundamental challenge in developing a data-dependent learning model of

nonverbal communication: Firstly, there is some ambiguity in the display of social

signals with respect to indented and perceived meaning. Secondly, the social signal

related data organized data is quite scarce. Furthermore, in many situations there

is strong correlation between verbal and nonverbal parts [26], that encourages to

leverage from verbal part as well to understand or to organise the nonverbal data of

communication to achieve bigger and real-world datasets. Secondly, the way of mea-

suring, recording, or representing the non-verbal social signal is still in the research

phase. Thirdly, it is a complicated task to simultaneously capture the nonverbal

signals of all interacting people in a group. These non-verbal cues/signals include

position(as a source of proximity), pose/body pose, gesture, gaze, and facial expres-

sion. These aforementioned non-verbal cues collectively contribute towards social
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signals understanding. Despite the fact, there is a huge amount of unstructured

social interactions videos present on social media, but they are not directly usable

in their original format for learning purposes.

1.1 Motivation

In recent days, from homes to offices, machines have become part of our daily lives,

So the importance of human social interactions analysis and understanding through

machines in daily life situations is very vital. From infancy through elderly adults,

social interactions is a key feature in predicting mental and physical health [27]. It

can be used to measure individual or group performance in an office environment

and workplace. In recent past, its automatic realization has gained much attention

from the research community [28]. The development of machines with multi-modal

tools and social cognition capabilities can revolutionize time-consuming, erroneous

and laborious tasks in social sciences by improving the quality and decreasing the

processing time. Especially nowadays, the speed at which multimedia data (in the

form of images, text and audio) is generated by humans while interacting with each

other and environment, makes it impractical to manually analyze and annotate the

data. Still, we are far away to fully equip the machines or computers with social

intelligence capability. As we know the human performance degrades by doing some

repetitive task due to fatigue of workload as opposed to the computer, which results

in missing some important pattern that might be extremely important [29]. In this

prospective, the automatic social signal understanding can be applied as helping tool

to aid the human in many applications such as leadership detection [1], studying

first perception in job interviews [30], free standing conversational analysis [31], and

surveillance [32, 33, 34].

Firstly, we tackle the problem of leadership detection in the context of small groups.

It have potentially several applications in real-world scenarios. For example, big
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organizations receive hundreds and thousands of applications for job placement at

managerial roles and hiring staff or recruiters might be keen for leadership personal-

ity features. Generally, it is assessed by some particular type of tests and interviews.

These processes are executed manually by humans and running these laborious pro-

cesses for many candidates can take too much human resource personals and huge

time to complete. An automatic system would be beneficial if it scrutinizes or helps

by providing some useful information that can speed-up the hiring process.

Secondly, we handle the problem of voice activity detection (VAD) in visual streams,

which is a very important and preliminary step in a wide range of human interactions

related tasks. VAD is very handy for a number of applications e.g., for the analysis of

human-human interaction, human-computer (robot) interaction (HCI), and several

industrial applications. For instance, VAD can be used to extract speaker turn

features to perform non-verbal social interactions analyses between people [35]. In

human computer interaction (HCI), having an accurate VAD can allow computers

to respond to a specific interlocutor when there is more than one person in the

interaction environment [3]. Similarly, video conferencing systems could use VAD to

transmit the video of the speaking person only during multi-person meetings. Video

navigation and retrieval, speaker model adaptation to enhance speaker recognition,

and speaker attributed to speech-to-text transcription are other possible applications

that VAD can contribute [36].

1.2 Thesis Objective

The overall objective of this work is to automate the understanding of nonverbal

behavioral cues and social interactions in the context of a small group interaction.

Small group interaction is “the process by which three or more members of a group

exchange verbal and nonverbal messages in an attempt to influence one another”

[37]. Our main goal is to come up with a more holistic approach by taking advantage
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of the recent advancement of machine learning and more specifically deep learning

with having a goal of wider range of applicability in daily life scenarios. Furthermore,

real-world data was exploited because of its availability and application demands.

1.3 Thesis Contributions

In this thesis, an effective and computationally efficient representation of visual ac-

tivity is explored for several applications of social interactions analysis. A more

broader approach is applied to extract the nonverbal features using whole upper

body motion instead of analyzing individual body parts. For small group social in-

teractions analysis, we propose a deep learning-based methodology to perform tasks

such as Emergent Leadership detection, Leadership Style prediction, and Low/High

Extrovert classification on recent data-sets. The majority of data-sets for social in-

teractions analysis are captured in a controlled environment. Whereas the real-world

data for interactions analysis is still challenging due to variation in the behavior of

participants and the nature of the problems. Afterwards, we perform a more basic

task of visual voice activity detection(VAD) in real-word data. We performed a

detailed analysis to find out the best representations of motion cues for VAD. Fur-

thermore, motivated by the psychology aspect, the way people move while speaking

differs from person to person which gives rise to the domain shift problem, we suc-

cessfully improved VAD performance by using an unsupervised domain adaptation

approach. We introduce a new real-word dataset with diverse ethnic participants in

a bigger challenging environment. Finally, we adopt an end-to-end weakly super-

wised approach for visual voice activity localization as compared to the modular

structure which the majority of the literature has used.

Journal Papers:

• Beyan, Cigdem*, Muhammad Shahid* and Vittorio Murino. “A Real-world

Dataset and A Method for Voice Activity Detection by Body Motion Analy-
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sis.” IEEE Transactions on Multimedia. (In Early Access)

• Beyan, Cigdem, Andrea Zunino, Muhammad Shahid and Vittorio Murino

“Personality Traits Classification Using Deep Visual Activity-based Nonverbal

Features of Key-Dynamic Images.” IEEE Transaction on Affective Computing.

(In Early Access)

Conference and Workshop papers:

• Shahid, Muhammad, Beyan, Cigdem and Vittorio Murino “S-VVAD: Visual

Voice Activity Detection by Motion Segmentation.” IEEE Winter Conference

on Applications of Computer Vision (WACV) 2021.

• Shahid, Muhammad*, Cigdem Beyan* and Vittorio Murino. “Voice Activity

Detection by Upper Body Motion Analysis and Unsupervised Domain Adap-

tation ICCV workshop HBU 2019.

• Shahid, Muhammad*, Cigdem Beyan* and Vittorio Murino. “Comparisons of

Visual Activity Primitives for Voice Activity Detection.” International Con-

ference on Image Analysis and Processing. Springer, Cham, 2019.

• Beyan, Cigdem, Matteo Bustreo, Muhammad Shahid, Gian Luca Bailo, Nicolo

Carissimi and Alessio Del Bue, “Analysis of Face-Touching Behavior in Large

Scale Social Interaction Dataset.” in Proceedings of 22nd ACM International

Conference on Multimodal Interaction (ICMI), 2020.

• Beyan, Cigdem, Muhammad Shahid, and Vittorio Murino. “Investigation of

Small Group Social Interactions using Deep Visual Activity-Based Nonverbal

Features.” ACM on Multimedia Conference 2018.

* shows equal contribution
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1.4 Overview of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is presented as follows.

Chapter 2 (Related Work):

This chapter reviews the state of the art methods related to small group social in-

teractions and voice activity detection. In small group interactions analysis, three

different applications including emergent leadership detection, leadership style pre-

diction (democratic or autocratic), and high/low extrovert personality traits classifi-

cation are reviewed. Whereas in voice activity detection, our main focus is on visual

or multimodel based VAD methods. We also perform a detailed analysis of those

VAD datasets where visual modality as primary or complementary information is

applicable for the evaluation of methodologies.

Chapter 3 (Small Group Social Interactions Analysis):

This chapter introduces a robust approach for nonverbal behavior analysis for small

group social interactions. It is composed of optical flow computation-based motion

representations, deep neural network-based feature learning, a statistical method

for feature encoding and classification learning. A comparative study of feature

encoding is also present in this chapter. Three different social psychology tasks such

as i) emergent leader detection, ii) emergent leadership style prediction, and iii)

high/low extroversion classification part of the study for evaluation.

Chapter 4 (Visual Voice Activity Detection):

This chapter performs a detailed analysis to find out the effective way of human

body motion representations (names as primitive) for visual activity in combination

with end-to-end CNN learning for voice activity detection. Some of the activity

primitives give a performance boost and effective for all subjects. Here, a quantita-

tive and qualitative study is present by highlighting the discriminating part of the

input image. Furthermore, as motivated by social psychology, the way people move

or gesticulate while speaking varies a lot from person to person. we present an un-
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supervised domain adaptation method which does not need retraining from scratch.

Additionally, A comprehensive survey is performed for those VAD datasets where

visual modality act as a primary or auxiliary source of information. A real-world

VAD dataset is presented as an alternative to the current majority of role-based and

lab controlled environment datasets to force the research toward real-world appli-

cation. It also presents a cross dataset analysis using the aforementioned domain

adaptation method

Chapter 5 (Visual VAD Segmentation):

This chapter introduces a novel method for visual VAD which processes the whole

video frame at once without explicit need to detect/crop body-parts like face or

lips. It learns body motion cues related to speaking and not speaking activity via

a weakly supervised segmentation framework in an end-to-end learning fashion. It

does not need an extra prepossessing step or prior information for learning.

Chapter 6 (Conclusions): Finally, this chapter presents the overall summary of our

contribution to small group social interactions analysis, the shortcoming of our re-

search work, and further ramifications and extension as a solution to the challenges.



Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter, we introduce briefly the concept of leadership and particularly how

it is perceived in the context of small group social interactions. Following that, a

detailed literature survey related to emergent leadership detection and leadership

style prediction is presented. Afterwards, personality traits related to high/low ex-

traversion classification work is analysed. Visual activity-based non-verbal features

are required to perform social interactions analysis and several diverse techniques

are described for visual-activity based features representations. Finally, voice ac-

tivity detection which is an earlier preprocessing step in interaction analysis and

speaker diarization is defined in short with comprehensive survey on visual VAD is

presented.

The rest of this chapter is arranged as follows. Section 2.1 presents the survey related

to leadership and its several linked tasks in small groups interactions. In Section

2.2 we present works related to personality traits classification more specifically

high/low extraversion classification. Finally, a detailed survey about visual voice

activity detection (VAD) and visual VAD related datasets is explained in Section

2.3

9
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2.1 Leadership

A leader is an individual who has power and control over a group of individuals

and able to practice superiority, influence, and control over them [38]. Furthermore,

an emergent leader is a person, who naturally shows these attributes in a group of

people [38].

In social psychology, the earlier works on emergence of leadership and nonverbal

behavior dated back to seventies, when Stein [39] performed a study on perception

of emergent leadership using scenarios where groups of eight or nine participants

collaborated weekly throughout the semester on a research related project. The

observers were able to identify emergent leader using verbal and nonverbal channel

of information using 20 minute recordings from the initial 45 minute meetings. A

survey of the recent works related to emergent leader detection, emergent leadership

style prediction, and high/low extraversion classification in the context of small

group interactions is given below.

2.1.1 Emergent Leader Detection

The detection of emergent leaders through computers in a small group is quite

demanding and challenging topic [40]. Till now, speaking activity-based non-verbal

features (NFs) from audio and video were used to detect the emergent leadership

detection in [2]. The emergent leaders were detected using the concepts influence,

dominance and control. The main assumption of this work [2] was that a socially

dominant person receives longer lasting and more frequent glances by the people,

looks at others while speaking, uses more gestures and has longer turns. With the

help of these assumption, nonverbal audio features such as: total speaking turn,

average speaking turn duration, etc. and nonverbal visual features extracted from

body activities and head were defined. In other study visual focus of attention

based NFs [41, 1] visual activity-based NFS such as head and body activity-based
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NFs [41, 2], weighted motion energy image (wMEI) [2], 2D pose-based NFs [42])

and collection of aforementioned features were used. Where as head, body activity

based and wMEI-based NFs relatively perform inferior as compared visual focus

of attention (VFOA)-based and Speaking Activity (SpeakAct)-based NFs [42, 38].

Generally, 2D pose-based NFs achieve superior results in comparison to head body

activity (HeadBodyAct) and weighted motion energy image (wMEI) based NFs and

their fusion with Visual VFOA-based. In [42] SpeakAct-based NFs demonstrated

state of the art performance. The improved results are achieved in [42] by integrating

Deep Boltzmann Machines to learn better 2D pose-based and HeadBodyAct-based

NFs as compared to without applying unsupervised feature learning.

Usually, support vector machine (SVM) and its ranked scores are applied in [41, 1,

42, 40, 38] for modeling and prediction of emergent leaders. One of the prominent

unsupervised methods is rank-level fusion [41, 1, 43], which performs testing on any

combination of NFs are performing better than a single NF. The localized multiple

kernel learning (LMKL) methods [44, 45] achieved the best results in comparison to

all other emergent leader detection approaches.

2.1.2 Emergent Leadership Style Prediction

Leadership style prediction (LS) related work is very finite. The leadership was a role

play in many studies [46, 47, 48] for example the role of democratic (the individual

who considers opinion from the public) or autocratic (the one who perpetuates his

own agenda) was assigned to individuals. In another study [49], the leading role was

assigned and the individual is not emergent or perceived as a natural leader. As

per our knowledge the only study [50] which investigates leadership style prediction

of an emergent leader in the wild (i.e. without assigning a predefined characteristic

role in an interaction).

The nonverbal features (NFs) extracted from audio were used in [46]. Here logistic

regression-based results prove that democratic leaders spoke relatively more often as
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others spoke and generally have short utterances and more fluctuation in speaking

tune. This study also showed that the democratic leader speaks less long duration

in comparison to autocratic. The wearable motion sensors were used in another

study [46] to extract posture-related NFs such as one or both arms up and in [47]

body motion related NFs such as face-touch and crossed-arms. The posture mim-

icking effect was used to differentiate leadership styles. It is concluded in [46, 47],

that the democratic leaders replicate their followers’ face-touch behaviors, nodding,

and posture changes much more as compared to autocratic leaders. An effective

method is developed in [49] by using group-based audio NFs (e.g. group speaking

length, group successful interruption) along with individual’s audio-based NFs (e.g.

unsuccessful interruptions and speaking length) were derived and afterwards, latent

dirichlet allocation was applied.

As observed from the aforementioned studies, the audio-based NFs are very promi-

nent features in role-play based leadership style prediction after body activity-based

NFs using wearable motion sensors. In contrast, a broad range of NFs is ex-

tracted by using computer vision and speech processing techniques in [51]. Here

the leadership style and emergent leaders prediction is performed by using speak-

ing activity, prosodic, VFOA, head body activity-based NFs, a fusion of them, and

video-based NFs along with speaking or listening status. In conclusion, the fusion

of visual and audio based NFs resulted in superior performance in comparison to

video-based NFs. Where as the listening or speaking, SpeakAct improved results as

compared to prosodic NFs, and visual focus of attention VFOA performed better

than HeadBodyAct-based NFs. Finally, in [51], it was proved that the LMKL per-

formance is superior to (significantly, p-value < 0.01) compare to SVM and another

multiple kernel learning method.
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2.2 High/Low Extraversion Classifcation

In many research domains the personality traits classification has been explored

by using social media and vlogs’ data in [52, 53], by using broadcasted radio clips

in [54], social media by investigating smartphone usage of people in [55] but these

surveys only consider small group meetings.

The personality traits classification in small group interactions have been analysed

based on self-reported perceived personality for example [56]. Whereas in [57, 58, 59],

it is based on external observer’s perception. Generally, extroversion is extensively

explored personality trait as it is strongly observed in social interactions and its

annotation is more trust-worthy as compared to others personality traits because

these are more subtle as explained in [57].

In this thesis, we only surveyed extraversion classification as observed in [60]. In

similar works in [57, 58, 59], external observers’ annotations for high/low extraver-

sion classification are being used. Speaker activity, HeadBodyAct, prosody (energy

and pitch), wMEI and VFOA-based NFs were used in [57]. Afterwards, high/low

extraversion detection is performed using ridge regression and linear SVM. As an

individual, the best performing nonverbal features are HeadBodyAct and weighted

motion energy image (wMEI) where as combination of above mentioned features’

results is above all in performance. In [59], Okada et al. used the same NFs as

presented in [57] and also utilize ridge regression and linear SVM. Although, in [59]

the graph clustering based frequent co-occurring segments of NFs in the data were

used. This approach [59] has shown better results in comparison with [57]. The

same NFs utilized in [57, 59] were also used in [58] but with feature selection mech-

anism named as maximum relevance minumum redundancy (MRMR) and principal

component analysis (PCA) were also applied with the classifiers: SVM, random for-

est (RF) and ridge regression. The performance is same for all classifiers, although,

the performance of 50 NFs out of 73 NFs along with MRMR was slightly better

than [57, 59]. The study in [58] explored transfer learning and multitask learning
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by using leadership task as a trait and other datasets, respectively (not a meeting

dataset but a vlog dataset [52, 53]) and revealed improved results in comparison to

[57, 59]. The improved performance is not astonishing given that additional labeling

(i.e. multi-task learning with help of more data) and additional datasets were used

in [58].

2.3 Voice Activity Detection

Voice Activity Detection (VAD) is automatically recognizing whether a person is

speaking or not in an audio/video recording. Generally, VAD is performed by pro-

cessing audio information only and there is much literature work related to that.

Although the availability of audio is not always possible due to physical and privacy-

related constraints, audio can be very noisy especially in unstructured social gath-

erings and cocktail party. So visual VAD is very highly desirable in many situations

and we only confine our-self to visual VAD based methods.

2.3.1 Visual VAD

The semantic division of video only VAD methods, generally named as visual VAD

or VVAD, can be done depending upon the body parts being examined: i) facial

cues based (e.g., lips motion, facial landmarks movement), ii) body cues-based (e.g.

head movement, hand gestures, upper body motion) or iii) a combination of these

two.

As an earlier work, Rehang et. al [61] presented a human-machine interaction plat-

form by using the results of face detection, skin color, and texture detection, and

mouth motion sensors to detect the speaking status of a person. Furthermore in [62],

spatio-temporal Gabor filters are used to represent head, mouth, and lips motions

and it is concluded that the mouth motion performance is superior for VAD task.
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Subsequently in [63], face and mouth-related features have been used and thereafter

principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to combine and merge different fea-

tures that are input to the expectation-maximization technique for defining speech

and not-speech regions. In another method [64], for human-machine multiparty in-

teraction application, head and lips displacement cues are being utilized to localize

the speaker. A detailed comparative analysis was performed between head move-

ments versus the fusion of head and lips movements. Whereas the model was trained

in a speaker-dependent or independent setting. It was concluded in that study [64],

the head motion is very important for the speaker-independent format, whereas the

performance of the VAD model for combined head and lips motion information is

superior. Recently in [65], Stefanov et al. take the benefit of AlexNet for facial

features extraction to detect active speaker in real-time multiparty interaction set-

tings. Furthermore, the face related temporal features are extracted through Long

short-term memory (LSTM) to model the temporal information over time, which

predicts whether a given frame composed of the only face is speaking or not. As an

extension to [65] work, [66] utilized visual VAD in a multi-person language learning

scenario, in which the auditory modality is fundamental. The major difference be-

tween [65] and [66] are: using VGG-16 rather than AlexNet and analyzing the effect

of using temporal models by comparing the results of LSTM models to non-temporal

Perceptron models.

Visual VAD is well explored by using body cues more precisely with help of hand

gestures and upper body motion analysis. In [67] hand activity and visual focus

of attention based method is proposed for a small group meeting. The underlying

assumption behind this motivation was the speaker is the one who moves the most

and the majority of the attendees should be looking towards the active speaking

person. In this study [67], a performance-based comparative analysis is performed

for different supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques and partic-

ularly showed promising results for VFOA-based features. Furthermore, Gebre et

al. [68] tested motion history images (MHI) based features on the same dataset
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as [67] and achieved good performance as well. Cristani et al. [69] have evaluated

the correlation between speech and gesture to detect the speaking person in a small

group of people by using CCTV data. In that study [69], the movement of the

body is encoded as the optical flow energy and complexity as a feature descrip-

tor. Here [69] the dataset is unconstrained in comparison to the meeting dataset in

[67, 68]. Nonetheless, [69] has only the top-view of interacting people which already

reduces the chances of occlusions and also the frames, which the area of interests of

people are overlapping were not considered from performance evaluation. Whereas

Chakravarty et al. [70] have used multi-microphone-based directional information

to label or annotate the speaking activity of each person, and the motion in head

and torso encoded in terms of the improved trajectory features (ITF) [71] were used

for voice activity perception. ITF has spatiotemporal characteristics and it is con-

stituted as the concatenation of Histogram of Flow (HoF), Histogram of Oriented

Gradients (HOG), and Motion Boundary Histogram (MBH) features. In that work

[70], SVM was used to classify the speaking status of a given person at a time. In

their further work, the authors used ITF features to perform person-specific visual

VAD with an online learning mechanism [3].

2.3.2 Deep Learning-Based Methods

Hoover et al. [72] has transformed the speech representations as spectrograms and

visual features derived from the face part. The face and speech feature embeddings

were jointly learned with a CNN and a bidirectional LSTM model to operate speaker-

independent VAD task. The preference of that method [72] is because it does not

require any prior information about the number of participating persons. Although,

the method [72] need accurate pre-trained face and speech detectors. Further in [73],

Darca et al. devised a hierarchical audio-visual scheme applied to surveillance setting

that detect the active speakers by tracking them and identify them with their voices.

Several challenging issues including large occlusion and cross-talks were minimised
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by leveraging multiple modalities. Although, that approach [73] is constrained as

only the most dominant speaker is found and tracked while the other simultaneous

speaker with the dominant speaker will be ignored. Tao et al. [74] utilized a CNN

model to extract facial features while MFCC features have been used to represent the

acoustic data. These two types of features were concatenated and then modeled by

unidirectional LSTM. In that work [74], joint modeling was not performed. Chung

et al. [75] considered a two-stream CNN model to learn feature embedding from

the sound and lips motion with a single model. The performance improvement in

[75] shows that joint learning of audio and synchronized lips motion could enhance

the active speaker detection results in comparison to the visual activity-based VAD

methodology devised in [3].

The VAD task becomes a very challenging problem when there are several partici-

pants in an unstructured setting such as in a mingling scenario. Different from any

work deliberated in this chapter, Gedik et al. [76] incorporated the information com-

ing from triaxial accelerometer sensors placed around the neck of interacting persons

to perform VAD, which is assessed in a very crowded setting. In that method, [76],

the power spectral density (PSD) of the motion signal from sensors was the feature

representations of the participants’ body changes whereas the model training was

person-specific and transfer learning was tested as well.

For the first time, in [77], the depth visual modality has been combined with audio

and planar video data to perform VAD task. The performance improvement shows

that depth information undoubtedly contributes to VAD. However, that analysis

[77] is confined as being only tested in simple scenarios having two persons.

2.3.3 Other VAD Approaches Using Body Motion Analysis

The earlier work on audio-visual VAD was proposed in [78] and it considered visual

activity features. In this study, a user-interface for human-computer interaction is

developed and evaluated with help of VAD by using the fusion of skin color, face,
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texture, lips motion, and silence detection using audio modality with the help of

dynamic bayesian network architecture that embeds the temporal interrelationship

between visual and auditory modalities.

Similarly, in an another work [79], the body motion along with audio features were

used. It was evaluated on a group meeting dataset that was recorded using a single

fixed position camera and a microphone. This method took advantage of long-

term co-occurrence between audio and video sub-spaces established with the help

of the clustering technique. It is independent of the target speaker which is being

tested. Furthermore, it is not obvious whether this method [79] works for multiple

concurrent speaking people. Friedland et al. [80] fused body motion cues and audio-

based MFCC features. The body motion cues are computed from average motion

vector magnitude in skin areas. This multi-model-based fusion method shows im-

proved results in comparison to the audio-only baseline method devised in the same

study [80]. Furthermore, a model has been trained using gestures and correspond-

ing speech signals and the spatial location of that gesture shows the location of the

active speaking person.

The graphical models have been usually preferred for the VAD task in such a way

that the speaking activity is essentially determined by audio information and spatial

localization in the field of view found out by using visual motion cues to localize the

active speaking person. For example, in [81], a multi-channel audio signal has been

incorporated to get direction information along with a visual tracker to associate

multiple audio signals to multiple participants in [81].

The initial work using full-body motion along with speech features was [79]. It

was evaluated using a dataset contained of meetings having a fixed position camera

and a single microphone. That method has exploited the long-term synchronization

between audio and visual data subspaces found by clustering. It is not dependent on

a priori data about speakers for training. Although, it is not obvious whether that

method [79] can detect simultaneous active speakers. Friedland et al. [82] combined
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Table 2.1: The outline of VAD techniques in terms of the audio/visual cues that are
based on, and the scenarios they have been assessed on.
Scenario Audio/Visual Cues

Video surveillance Body motion [69]; MFCC [73].
Small group
meetings/ Dyadic interactions

MFCC [82, 79, 74, 75]; speech activity [83,
72]; body motion [79, 82, 68, 83, 77]; face
motion [72, 62]; lips motion [74, 75, 77, 62];
hand activity and VFOA [67]; head motion
[62]; depth information [77].

Human machine
interaction

Face motion [61, 78]; deep face features
[65]; lips motion [61, 78, 64]; head mo-
tion [64, 81]; torso motion [81], short-time
Fourier transform of audio signal [81].

Mingling scenarios Power spectral density of the motion signal
[76].

Panel/
Presentation

Upper body motion [70, 3, 84].

Mel-frequency cepstrum (MFCC)-based acoustic features and visual activity-based

features represented in terms of average motion vector magnitude in skin segmented

area. That multimodal technique demonstrated improved performance as compared

to the audio-only baseline method illustrated in the same study [82]. Later on, a

personalised model has been trained in [83] using speech samples corresponding to

the gestures. The occurrence of gestures indicated the presence of speech and the

spatial location of gestures shows the identification of the speaker.

As a different approach to the previous trend, in [84], cross-modal supervision-based

VAD has been formulated. In detail, video is used within an audiovisual co-training

manner in such a way that a generic body cues-based VAD classifier is learned by

directional audio, which is used to train a video-based person-specific VAD. The

learned classifier on visual modality is used to supervise the training of personalized

audio models. The only shortcoming of that method [84] is being person-specific,

thus, always require training data for each new participant.

The detailed outline of related works that have been reviewed and stated above is

presented in Table 2.1 below. That summary is in terms of the scenarios those works

have been assessed on and the audio/video/audio-visual cues investigated.
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2.3.4 The Existing VAD Datasets

There are numerous VAD datasets, which particularly collected to apply this task.

Additionally, some other corpora that were built for several other purposes have been

also utilized for performance evaluation of VAD methodologies. In this section we

have only compiled and reviews those ones, that were presented in the last decade.

AMI [80] is a publicly available multi-modal dataset, composed of role-plays in

meeting settings. It has been used for several application purposes while VAD is

one of them. Each video of it contained one subject’s upper body, captured by a

close-up camera from front view whereas the background is restricted to be static.

There are no occlusions among subjects. Canal9 [17] is a of political debates-based

multi-modal database for the investigation of social interactions. It is also role-

plays-based, consequently, it is not a real-world dataset. Usually, it has been utilized

for the automatic conflicts detection in spoken conversations or for the automatic

detection of (dis)agreements between persons from nonverbal behaviors. It was

also utilized to benchmark various VAD methods, which are commonly audio-based

only. It comprises a large number of participants (in total 190). In most of the

scene shots, subjects are very apart from each other, thus, there is no occlusions

among them. Only the upper body of the subjects is visible in all of scene shots

and there is single static background in all video streams. AVDIAR [85] is role-

play based publicly available another multi-modal dataset. It collected of 23 video

streams ranging from ten seconds to three minutes. In total, it has 27 minutes VAD

annotation. Same as AMI [80] and Canal9 [17] datasets, it encompasses multiparty

dialogues among participants or speakers. However, it is contained of relatively

simple settings, which are restrained to reflect many real-world situations when

participants are either moving or static. Its visual data annotation at each video

frame contained of bounding boxes of faces and upper-body positions. It includes

more than one subject at a time (up to three subjects) in a given video sequences

but there are less frames where partial obstructions among participants may occur.
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In several studies, audiovisual person tracking dataset are exploited for the per-

formance evaluation of VAD approaches (not Visual VAD but audio-based and/or

audiovisual VAD) as well, RAVEL [86] can be considered in that category. It con-

tained role-plays of human robot interaction scenarios, e.g., a person picking up the

phone, ordering a robot, inquiring the robot for information, human introducing a

new person (or vice versa), and cocktail party. Half of its setups include only one

person where there is no mutual speech. The cocktail party setup encompasses the

at most number of participants at a given time (five persons) where partial occlu-

sions occurs. These situations are very short, comparatively simple and not always

practiced very naturally. All recordings have the fixed stationary background. That

publicly available dataset’s annotation [86] includes the 2D/3D locations of the par-

ticipants. But, neither separated audio from audiovisual recordings nor extracted

audio features are accessible. Likewise, AVTRACK-1 dataset [87] encompasses role-

play multiparty conversations, compiled for audiovisual person tracking and also

used by VAD methods. Only image-based annotations of it are openly available.

Some of its recordings include partial to full occlusions. It is a very small scale

dataset (composed of in total four videos, each have length of approx. 20 seconds),

with few participants (max. three people at a time) who move insignificantly in

the camera field of the view, are near to the camera, and commonly facing towards

camera when the background is not dynamic. Another openly available multi-modal

dataset is AVASM [88], contained of role-plays for audiovisual person tracking. It

contains simple situations such as speaker counting numbers. It is more appro-

priate to examine audio-based VAD as its visual recordings have comparatively

narrow camera field-of-the-view, where subjects move (without replacement) in a

very limited area, and usually keep their faces towards the camera. Furthermore,

its application objective was more to evaluate the speaker diarization methods by

including continuous simultaneous speakers. Although, the sound source is a fixed

position loudspeaker that releases white noise and speech from different locations,

while VAD ground truth is based on an automatic speaker diarization approach
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that might result in noisy/ inaccurate labels. That dataset [88] contains utmost two

persons at a given time while videos are short in time length and all were captured

with the same fixed background. Only image-plane annotations of AVASM dataset

[88] are openly accessible.

On the other side, for example MVAD dataset [89] is more concerned about HCI

systems. It was captured using a a color camera, microphone array, and a depth sen-

sor. It is contained of role-plays with simple scenarios having short silent segments.

All subjects are from the same ethnic group. VAD ground-truth is generated from

automatic speaker diarization technique, thus labels can be noisy/ incorrect. The

subjects always focus towards the camera and are not moving much (no replace-

ments) through all the recordings while background is stationary. That dataset is

composed of short videos (40-60 seconds) and only image-plane annotations respec-

tive to VAD ground-truth are openly accessible. Recently, CAV3D [90], which is a

public multimodal dataset is published. It contains in total 20 role-play short video

sequences such that nine are with a single speaker; whereas six of them are with

a single active speaker and a second participant who is not speaking; and five of

them are with simultaneous speakers up to in total three persons. The subjects in

some of the recordings are moving, thus, occlusions might occur. However, they

are always looking at the camera, which makes the recordings very unrealistic. Its

visual data annotations are limited to mouth positions that last 15 to 80 seconds.

VAD ground-truth of it is obtained by using a tool for segmenting, labeling and

transcribing speech, thus might be noisy/ erroneous.

Another dataset which is very recent publicly available is AVA-ActiveSpeaker [4].

It provides VAD ground-truth for 15-minutes from long movie clips, which were la-

beled by three annotators. The VAD annotations were validated by applying Fleiss

kappa test, resulting in high consistency and trustworthiness. That dataset con-

tains speaking activity (speaking but not audible, speaking and audible, and not

speaking) related with a visible face localized by using automatic face detection and

tracking algorithms. In total 3.65 million faces bounding box were achieved from
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continuous segments of 160 YouTube movies. Although, most of the time full upper

body and/or whole body of the speaker is visible only faces are annotated with a

VAD status. Movies are with good resolution and from film industries around the

world, which brings the diversity in recording conditions, and speaker demographics.

Separated audio and/or audio-based features are not provided. Some clips contain

concurrent talks and turn takings while some have only one speaker. The dataset

includes different environmental setting, thus, background is mostly changing, cam-

era motion exists, context and behaviors are diverse. There are some congested

or crowed scenes as well. However, this does not mean that such crowded scenes

include VAD/face annotations of each person in the camera field of view. In more

detail, annotations were mainly performed for the active speaking person specif-

ically if and only if the participant’s face was successfully detected and tracked.

Suppose that in movies camera more importance to the speakers to better reflect

the nonverbal behaviors and emotions of the actors, the annotated faces are gener-

ally with high resolution (very close to camera) and not obstructed. As compared

to real-world situations, movie clips are still very skillfully controlled, but as they

are performed by professionals, the behaviors of persons seems more realistic than

other aforementioned role-play VAD datasets.

As opposite to the aforementioned dataset in this section, the [70] is from a real-world

scenario. It encompasses the examiners’ movements while asking questions during

defense presentations. It consist of seven videos segments having the same three

examiners when only the upper bodies of them are observable. Its VAD ground-

truth was acquired with an automatic speaker diarization method, thus, might be

noisy/ inaccurate. Unluckily, currently, it is not publicly available. On the other

side, the same authors [70] published Columbia dataset [3], which is collected from a

single panel discussion video. It is the only openly available real-world VAD dataset.

It has been applied to test visual and audiovisual VAD methods. Its VAD ground-

truth is 35 minutes only long and was acquired by applying an automatic speaker

diarization method (can be noisy/ incorrect). It includes three panelists maximum
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at a given time while in total five panelists exist and one them is also acting as

moderator as well. Therefore, each panelist has VAD annotations fewer than 35

minutes. Panelists never talk simultaneously for long time. Only the visual data,

i.e., the positions of participants’ head including torso are supplied while disjointed

audio and/or audio-based features are not available. It includes the same static

background for all panelists while for couple of frames camera motion occurs.



Chapter 3

Small Group Social Interactions

Analysis

In this chapter, we perform small group face-to-face interaction analysis which is

very wide and extensively studied in social psychology. Whereas in social comput-

ing, its automatic realization using machines has become a very demanding area of

research. It is specifically explored in terms of nonverbal behavior analysis which

is the main aspect of communication. The visual activity is one of the prime cues

among many other nonverbal cues to be considered for nonverbal analysis. Here, we

prove that visual activity-based nonverbal features are very useful especially when

the audio sensory data is missing. Previously, the handcrafted nonverbal features

from visual activity sometimes perform well for some tasks but give an inferior

performance for other applications. This observation gives us a motivation to find

out more robust feature representations which can be learned from data itself and

generalize well for multiple applications. We propose a new method that contains

optical flow computation, feature learning using deep neural network, feature encod-

ing, and classification. Furthermore, a comprehensive analysis of different feature

encoding techniques is also presented. The proposed method is evaluated on three

social psychology topics such as i) emergent leader detection, ii) emergent leader-
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ship style prediction and iii) high/low extraversion classification. It shows improved

performance not just compared with the visual activity-based state-of-art systems

but also as compared to methods using audio and video-based nonverbal features.

In the past decade, an immense research in social computing has been going on,

thanks to the availability of huge computational resources which results in the evo-

lution of deep learning which strengthens computer’s data understanding capability.

The face-to-face social interactions understanding through machines has become a

popular area of research due to the huge multimedia data available on the internet.

This research is mainly concerned about small group (generally 3-4 persons at a time)

interactions during meeting, as the meeting is a major opportunity of interactions

[91]. Several research topics such role recognition in [92, 93, 94, 95, 96], detection

of dominance effects in [97, 98], detection of group interest level in [99], emergent

leader detection in [1, 2], emergent leadership style prediction in [51], meeting seg-

mentation based on individual’s and group’s actions in [100, 101, 101], personality

traits classification in [102, 56], detection of influence rankings in [103, 104] are

investigated related to the context of group interactions.

The nonverbal part of communication such as facial expressions, gaze, gestures, and

postures in public interactions has been part of research in psychology for a long

period. This is mainly done by human annotators [2] with the expertise of domain

knowledge and it is a very laborious and tedious task, whereas its automated analysis

is performed with help of nonverbal cues detection in the social computing domain.

In social interactions, different types of nonverbal features (NFs) are used and these

NFs are depending upon the type of modality being processed such as i) video-

based (e.g. visual focus on attention (VFOA), visual activity, gestures, and facial

expressions), ii) audio-based (e.g. speaking activity, prosody features (e.g. energy,

pitch, spectral features), centrality), and iii) audio-visual (visual dominance ratio,

visual activity while speaking, VFOA while speaking, gesticulation while speaking,

and fusion of video-based and audio based NFs) [51].
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Generally, audio-based nonverbal features such as speaking activity-based (SpeakAct,

e.g. speaking turn, speaking length, and successful interruptions) are intensively

used. These NFs are exploited for several applications such as emergent leader de-

tection, perceived dominance detection, and personality trait classification [51]. Yet,

as quoted before in [41, 1, 42, 105], it might be important that visual NFs should

perform as good as audio-based NFs especially when the audio sensory data is not

available or accessible. Furthermore, having a better understanding of visual NFs

might result in performance gain especially when fused with audio-based NFs.

Visual activity (VisualAct) NFs is a well known and important cue to analyse so-

cial interactions in small group as already cited in research studies [106, 107, 108].

Generally, the VisualAct is represented in terms of body activity (body motion)

e.g. in [57, 41, 109, 58, 59, 2] writing, head activity (head motion) e.g. in [57, 41,

109, 58, 59, 2], weighted motion energy image (wMEI) e.g. in [57, 58, 59, 2], and

2-dimensional (2D) body pose e.g. in [42]. In some of social computing problems

such as emergent leader detection [41, 42, 2] and emergent leadership style prediction

[51], head activity, body activity and wMEI-based NFs did not perform well enough

when utilized as individual or fusion of aforementioned NFs. Although, for some

application, such as personality trait classification (particularly, low/high extraver-

sion detection) [57, 58, 59], these NFs were the best. On the other hand, 2D-body

pose performance is relatively superior than head and body activity based NFs for

emergent leader detection in [42], but its results were not as good as VFOA-based

NFs and SpeakAct-based NFs.

From all of these aforementioned observations, we found out that there is an oppor-

tunity to find out novel VisualAct feature extraction methods, which can perform

better in comparison to previous hand-crafted VisualAct-based NFs for the anal-

ysis of social interactions in small groups. Recently, the efficiency of deep neural

networks (DNNs) for robust feature representations from data has motivated us to

develop a novel VisualAct-based NFs with the help of deep learning.
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Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have shown the state of the art performance

in comparison to various network architectures, for several applications in the field of

speech, image, and video processing. The naive CNN is not capable of capturing the

temporal changes for given data, Although by stacking frames over time, CNN was

able to capture the temporal information for activity recognition tasks in [110, 111].

In contrast, a dual-stream CNN was proposed in [112], which takes optical flow

images for temporal information embedding in addition to RGB frames. This dual-

stream input-based approach [112] showed superior performance in comparison to

the state of the art hand-crafted features for activity recognition. Many approaches

consider temporal embedding of data. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is one

of the well-known methods to be applied after CNN, such as applied in [113]. It

embeds the long-term temporal motions which are very useful to complex sequential

tasks where the order of short-term cues is essential.

For the purpose of small group social interactions analysis in the context of emergent

leader detection, leadership style prediction and classification of high/low extraver-

sion, similar to earlier social computing studies e.g. [57, 41, 109, 58, 59, 2], we used

short-term motions extracted using optical flow [114]. Furthermore, raw RGB im-

ages are not used to extract spatial information in similar to [57, 41, 109, 58, 59, 2].

In comparison to other studies related to social interactions analysis in small group

meetings, a hybrid CNN model [6, 7] is used for feature extraction whereas optical

flow images are input. Besides, feature encoding schemes such as i) statistical en-

coding and ii) covariance encoding are used to represent the entire video frames of

a participant in the meeting. The resultant NFs are learned using state of the art

classifiers for the detection of various social interactions.

The main contributions of this chapter are shown as follows. As per our knowledge,

• DNNs are used the first time at the era of this study was performed, to extract

NFs to predict several social interactions in small group meetings. We come up

with a novel VisualAct-based NFs, which results in (significantly) performance
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improvement not only in comparison to the stat-of-the-art VisualAct-based

NFs but as well as the stat-of-the-art VisualAct-based NFs are fused with

various audio-based and video-based NFs.

• Covariance based feature encoding on CNN’s features is applied in this anal-

ysis. A comprehensive analysis is performed to find out the best encoding

scheme for much low-dimensional features output and best results in the con-

text of social interactions analysis.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The related datasets are briefly

described in section 3. Whereas section 4 presents the proposed method, which

contained optical flow computation, CNN-based NFs extraction, feature encoding,

and classification. Following that the experimental detailed setting is defined in

section 5. Afterwards, section 6 showed the performance of the proposed method in

comparison to the state of the art results, and further to prove the contribution of

feature encoding scheme and classification steps, a detailed discussion is present. In

the end, we conclude this chapter with a summary and future work in section 7.

3.1 Datasets

We have evaluated our proposed pipeline using two datasets related to small group

social interactions.

3.1.1 Leadership Corpus

This corpus [1] contained 16 meeting sessions and it lasted for 393 minutes in total.

whereas the shortest meeting is 12 minutes and the longest meeting takes 30 minutes.

There is a gender similarity to make sure unacquainted four people take part in each

meeting and the participants perform “survival” tasks [115], which are very usual
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Figure 3.1: Example frames (top); seats and cameras setting (bottom).

tasks in small group decision making, dominance, and leadership (see this research

study [1] for more details). There are four frontal cameras with a frame rate of

20 fps and a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels for the data acquisition framework.

In this way, there is a single person in each camera’s field of view. Furthermore,

there is high resolution one standard camera with 1440× 1080 pixels resolution and

frame rate of 25 fps for top-view of meeting scene to cover up all participants, which

was used for annotation purposes in [109, 1]. Whereas audio data was recorded

with a sample rate of 16 kHz and each microphone is attached to a shirt collar and

connected to the participant’s corresponding frontal view camera.

The annotations of this dataset are for two research problems, which include i)

perceived ELs detection in meetings and ii) perceived leadership styles (LS) iden-

tification for ELs. In total, these two types of annotations were performed for 75

sub-meetings. These small meetings (please refer to [1] for detail about the cause
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of this subdivision) were obtained by subdividing and each having duration of 5

minutes on average. The data annotation related statistics corresponding such as

the consistency between annotators and the reliability scores can be found in [1].

The annotation for EL contains three labels: “the most EL”, “the least EL” and “the

rest” for all meeting segments. Overall, 75 meeting segments contained 300 sample

video segments (4×75, as each meeting session has four participants). From sixteen

meeting sessions, four have audio problems. Although, we have not incorporated any

audio-based NFs in this study, to perform a fair comparison with SpeakAct-based

stat-of-the-art methods, we used the same meeting segments with no audio problem.

It includes 232 samples (4×58, each meeting segment has four participants); such

that 58 of them are the most EL and 58 of them are the least EL.

The annotation for leadership style prediction contains three classes: “democratic”,

“autocratic” and “not-a-leader” (check [109] for the definitions and more detail).

Similar to earlier study [109], nine meeting segments were discarded for performance

analysis, because 66 out of 75 meeting segments are in agreement regarding annota-

tions. Moreover, some of the meetings having audio problems were not considered

to be similar to the state of the art study i.e. [109]. As a result, 196 short video

segments (4×49; each meeting segment has 4 participants and in total there are 49

meeting sessions left over after removing any audio or annotation-related problems

videos). There are 13 autocratic participants and 36 are democratic, which were

utilized to evaluate the proposed methodology.

3.1.2 ELEA Corpus

We evaluated our proposed technique for personality traits classification on a subset

of ELEA corpus [38]. To be comparable with previous studies such as [57, 58, 59], we

have chosen a subset named as ELEA-AV for personality traits classification. This

subset contains 27 meetings having either 3 or 4 participants in each and on average

lasting for 15 minutes. The data capturing system has two wide-angle web cameras
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and a microphone array for directional audio information. The external observers

annotated this data using the Ten Item Personality Inventory (TIPI), with a 7-point

Likert scale [58] for the perceived personality for the Big Five traits.

In contrast to Leadership Corpus [1] where annotators viewed the complete meet-

ing segments, ELEA-AV was labeled depending upon the perception of annotators

who watched one minute segment of the meeting that may contain the participant’s

longest speaking turn [58, 38]. The average score of all annotators is considered for

the overall personality perception score for each trait. The annotator consistency

score is relatively high for extraversion i.e. annotations are more reliable but for

other traits, there is not enough consensus among annotators. So as a result the

credibility of other personality traits’ annotation is low (for further detail see [57]).

In this analysis, we only performed classification of high and low extraversion by

following the baseline studies [57, 58, 59]. Furthermore, in detail, the median scores

of each participant were used as the threshold that defined the labels as “high/low

extravert” depending upon the scores greater/smaller than the median value. Bal-

anced classes were attained as a result of this thresholding.

3.2 Methodology

The proposed technique is summarized as follows. Firstly, in pre-processing step

the image cropping is applied for each video frame of a participant and then op-

tical flow frames are computed. Afterwards, fully connected layer fc6 features are

extracted using a pre-trained CNN model [6, 7] where as the optical flow images are

the inputs. The extracted features embedding are accumulated using an encoding

method (either covariance encoding or statistical encoding). It generates more com-

pact feature embedding for a given participant’s video. A classifier is learned for all

participants to detect the social interactions, once all feature vectors (final NFs) are

attained for all participants. An overall block diagram of the proposed pipeline is
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shown in Figure 3.2.

3.2.1 Pre-processing and Optical Flow Computation

Given that the background is static and not changing for whole meetings for all

datasets, and we are only concerned about the motion related to the participants,

first, all video frames related to a participant’s are cropped in such way that only

the participant and a little portion of background stays in the final cropped one.

For example, for leadership corpus, the frames, which are 1280× 1024, are cropped

with a fixed window size of (768× 640) centered around the body of a participant.

Suppose that the participants are not moving as such i.e. not standing up, so such

cropping would be sufficient and also useful as it reduces the processing time of

optical flow computation and nonverbal feature extraction.

A deep CNN model from [6, 7] method was adapted for nonverbal feature extraction

which trained CNN model on optical flow images constructed from [114] algorithm

(for more detail see section 3.2.2). we perceived that motion detected based on

image difference of successive frames is insignificant for both datasets, therefore, we

drop two in-between frames in such a way that Fi+1 and Fi+2 are dropped and the

optical flow between Fi and Fi+3 is computed. The optical flows are constructed

similarly to [6, 7] and named as “flow images” in this study. The optical flow is

represented as RGB image such that the x and y flow values centered around 128

correspond to first two channels and then the pixel values are stretched in the range

between 0-255. Whereas, the third channel is computed from flow magnitude.

3.2.2 Nonverbal Feature Extraction

The nonverbal features are extracted for each flow image by feeding them to a pre-

trained CNN model [6, 7] as it also used the similar type of flow images for training.

The selected deep model is a hybrid CNN [6, 7] which is constructed from CaffeNet
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Figure 3.2: The overview of the proposed method.
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[116] which is a minor variation of the famous AlexNet [117] and more detail of this

network is present in study [118] . This pre-trained (on the 1.2M image ILSVRC-

2012 training subset of the ImageNet [119]) CNN model [6, 7] was further trained

on UCF101 [120] activity adataset for action recognition task. The architectural

diagram of CNN model used by [6, 7], is shown in figure 3.3. The hybrid model

uses convolution layers same as [118] where the fully connected layers are similar to

CaffeNet [116]

Figure 3.3: The structural diagram of CNN being used in [6, 7]

After five convolution layers, there are three fully connected layers which includes:

fc6, fc7, and fc8. There is no finetuning operation before feature extraction from

pre-trained model in our main proposed pipeline (finetuning was just applied for

comparison purpose), instead we just obtained the NFs from fc6 layer when flow

images were input. The fc6 layer’s features were selected because of generalization

prospective, but as we go more deeper in the network layers such as fc7 and fc8

the feature become more specific to the trained data and the targeted classes which

belong to different activity classes (e.g. high jump, drumming). The flow images

are zero mean normalized before giving it to the CNN [6, 7].

3.2.3 Feature Encoding

For each video of a participant, we have set of feature vectors (each flow image

yields a fc6 feature vector), further we combine these temporal features into a single

dense feature vector that express the whole video sequence of a given participant.

This temporal feature fusion is performed by two different techniques: i) statistical

encoding and ii) covariance encoding. We adapted the statistical encoding from

[121], that is applied for emotion recognition application. Nevertheless, as per our
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knowledge, this is first time that covariance is applied to encode the CNN model-

based features extracted for the detection of social interaction.

Statistical Encoding

This approach is simply based on aggregation of mean, variance, minimum and max-

imum along the feature dimensions and for all video frames as shown in [121]. In this

study, we combine the sum of all feature dimensions as well seeing that by inclusion

of this measure, boost the classification results. The features are normalized before

statistical encoding by using Signed Square Root (SSR) and L2 normalization. Af-

terwards, the statistically encoded features (final NFs are illustrated in Figure 3.2)

are normalized with z-score similar to study[121], for classification purpose.

Covariance Encoding

Generally, the covariance-based method has been actively applied to produce generic

feature embedding for several applications such as object detection, recognition and

tracking [122, 123, 124], pedestrian detection [124], face recognition [125], action

recognition [126, 127, 128], etc. Although, to the best of our knowledge. This co-

variance based feature encoding along with CNN has never been tried for social

interactions analysis. First, we apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for di-

mensional reduction of the data and also to discard the correlations between features

and afterwards covariance matrix is computed. Optimal number of components are

slected for PCA such as the least possible number of components that produce 90%

of the sum of all eigenvalues as adapted in [129]. The covariance matrix of a given

participant p is:

Cp =
1

n− 1

n∑
k=1

(fp(k)− µp) (fp(k)− µp)
T (3.1)
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where µp is the mean value of the PCA utilized on fc6 feature vectors fp, where n

is the total number of flow images (i.e. feature vectors) for given participant. The

diagonal entries in covariance matrix are the variance values of each feature whereas

the non-diagonal entries contains the correlations factors.

Assume that the covariance matrices are not on the Euclidean space, the logarithmic

operation on covariance matrix is used to attain euclidean space from Riemannian

manifold for covariance matrices. To achieve that, singular value decomposition is

applied to decompos the covariance matrix as follows.

Cp = UΣUT (3.2)

where U is a d × d orthonormal matrix with d number of eigen values, where Σ

is the square diagonal matrix with non-negative real numbers while the diagonal

represents the eigenvalues. Then, the new covariance matrix’s representations is

written as follows:

C(log)
p = log (Cp) = UΣ′UT (3.3)

where Σ′ is the d× d square matrix where on the diagonal are logarithmic values of

the eigenvalues. The outcome of this encoding is all entries on and above (below)

the diagonal of the covariance matrix, we attain the final compact visual activity

feature (final NFs) representations for given video segment.

3.2.4 Learning and Classification

The final attained NFs of each participant for a given video sequence are utilized

for learning and classification. In this study, the most prevalent classifier is Support

Vector Machine (SVM) for all social interactions related problems. The state of the

art classifier is Localized Multiple Kernel Learning (LMKL) [44, 45] for emergent
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leadership (EL) detection and leadership style (LS) prediction as shown in [41, 42]

and [109], correspondingly. In this method, we apply SVM and LMKL, especially,

LMKL is strong enough to show the robustness of the proposed technique without

the need to resort to more elaborate techniques for all tasks.

The linear kernel and radial basis kernel function (RBF) were experimented for

SVM. The values for C which is a kernel parameter are taken as 2i, i = −1, 1, . . . 31

and for RBF Y was taken as 2j, j = −11,−9,−7 . . . 11 as tested in [41, 109, 42].

For LMKL [44, 45] case, that is the kernel based classifier, which is the basis for

LMKL, was considered similar SVM as experimented in [41, 109, 42]. Sigmoid and

softmax functions were utilized with linear kernels from two to seven, whereas kernel

parameter C was considered as 2i, i = −1, 1, 31 . . . 31

3.2.5 EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

For the tasks of EL detection and LS prediction, same as the state of the art ap-

proaches applied on the same dataset [41, 109, 1, 42], multi-class classification prob-

lem with three classes (the most EL, the least EL and the rest for EL detection

application and autocratic EL, democratic EL and not-a-leader for the applica-

tion of LS prediction), which was performed as one-versus-one binary classifications

problem where the cross validation realised as leave-one-meeting-out. The geometric

mean of class detection rates (Eq. 3.4) was computed as follows as an evaluation

metric regarding these applications. The objective was to have a fair comparison

with previous methods.

GeoMean =

(
N∏
1

DetectionRatec

)1/N

(3.4)

DetectionRatec =
#CorrectlypredictedSamplesc

#TotalSamplesc
(3.5)
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Table 3.1: The EL detection results for dataset [1]
Methods Geometric Mean (GeoMean)

HeadAct-SVM [42] 0.48
BodyAct-SVM [42] 0.46

HeadBodyAct-LMKL [42] 0.59
Pose-DBM-LMKL [42] 0.64

SpeakAct-HeadAct-BodyAct-LMKL [42] 0.74
Proposed-SVM 0.53

Proposed-LMKL 0.76

Where c indicate to a given class, where N represents the total number of classes.

Here in this context it is equal to three for multi-class classification task. Following

the state of the art methods for high/low extraversion classification, using the same

dataset i.e. [57, 58, 59], leave-one-out cross-validation was practiced, and accuracy

was evaluation metric for performance comparison with proposed method.

3.3 RESULTS

The main questions that we will try to explore are if the proposed technique achieves

better performance than i) prevailing VisualAct-based NFs and ii) the coming to-

gether of existing VisualAct-based NFs with additional audio-based and visual-based

NFs, which were experimented to the same datasets as applied in this method and

also exhibited the best-published results for those data corpuses [1, 2]

The baseline results are present in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, i.e. the best performance is

gained when the state-of-the-art VisualAct-based NFs (i.e. head activity (HeadAct)

[2], body activity (BodyAct) [2] and 2D-pose [42]) were utilized and the best results

that were achieved when these VisualAct-based NFs were fused with any other

NFs (e.g. VFOA-based and SpeakAct-based) for EL detection and LS prediction,

are given correspondingly. Here in these tables the best published results for the

corresponding dataset are presented as a baseline results. In [42], Deep Boltzmann

Machines refered as DBM in Table 3.1 is applied for feature learning purpose.
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Table 3.2: The results for LS prediction using dataset [1]
Method GeoMean

HeadAct-SVM [109] 0.40
BodyAct-SVM [109] 0.41

VFOA-HeadBodyAct-LMKL [109] 0.69
VFOA-SpeakAct-HeadBodyAct-LMKL [109] 0.69

Proposed-SVM 0.46
Proposed-LMKL 0.71

The results for EL detection task in Table 3.1 show that the perfoemance of pro-

posed technique is superior in comparison to state-of-the-art VisualAct-based NFs

when SVM was applied and its result was significantly improved (p-value < 0.05) as

compared to the state of the art VisualAct-based NFs (even although the deep learn-

ing based feature was applied in addition) when Improving localized multiple kernel

learning (LMKL) was applied. The results of the proposed technique were also even

superior than the top published result of the respective dataset for EL detection,

which was achieved when SpeakAct-based, HeadAct-based, and BodyAct-based NFs

were used in combination with the help of LMKL. The performance gain of proposed

technique is very significant especially in the case when it is based on only single

modality i.e. video, which is in comparison to the best-published result. It is also

encouraging that enhanced classification results can be achieved when the proposed

NFs are fused with other audio-based and visual-based NFs.

The proposed method achieved better performance for the prediction of LS (Table

3.2) than the state of the art VisualAct-based NFs when SVM was applied and

its result was considerably improved (p-value < 0.01) as compared to state of the

art VisualAct-based NFs when the LMKL was applied. Moreover, the proposed

method’s performance is superior than the top-published results of the respective

dataset for LS prediction, that was attained when SpeakAct-based, VFOA-based

and HeadBodyAct-based NFs were fused. This performance gain of the proposed

method is reasonably considerable given that attaining the best-literature results

needs either video and audio modality used together or supplementary visual cues
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i.e. VFOA whereas the technique applied to extract VFOA was supervised (see [1]

for further detail). These are all dissimilar to the proposed pipeline, which is only

video-based. As our method using a pre-trained CNN model and it is not necessary

of any fine-tuning. It did not required any supervision to extract features from

trained CNN.

As seen in Table 3.3, the best performance when VisualAct-based NFs i.e. Head-

BodyAct and wMEI were utilized, which were stated by the previous works [57,

58, 59] using the same dataset, are given. Additional NFs i.e. SpeakAct, prosody,

and VFOA are applied as well in all these previous studies. Whereas in [59] co-

occurrence was perceived and in [58] feature selection algorithm (MRMR) and PCA

were used (in Table 3.3, the respective results are stated in [57, 59, 58]). Here, the

best-published results are reported as well which is related to using multi-modal

NFs with single-task learning (i.e. prediction of high/low extraversion, see Section

2.2 for more detail).

As shown in Table 3.3, the proposed method did not achieve good results as Head-

BodyAct and wMEI did when SVM is used, which were the best performing NFs out

of all other video-based and audio-based NFs listed above (see [57, 58, 59] for ab-

lation study). Nonetheless, when LMKL was applied, the proposed method gained

better performance than HeadBodyAct, wMEI, when all video-based, audio-based

NFs are collectively used (the accuracy of 0.67 in Table 3.3), and when the same

video-based and audio-based NFs were fused with the co-occurrence technique as

proposed in [59] (in Table 3.3 with accuracy of 0.70). On the other hand, the pro-

posed method performed worse than [58] (the accuracy of 0.77 in Table 3.3), which

used all video and audio-based NFs stated above and utilized feature selection. The

performance of our method (0.72) is still encouraging in comparison to the results

of [58] (0.76) given that, NFs considered are video-only and the proposed method

does not need feature selection process, which can be difficult to perform when the

datas dimensionlity is high.
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Table 3.3: The results for classification of high/low extraversion using dataset [2]
Methods Accuracy

[57] 0.67
[59] 0.70

HeadBodyAct [58] 0.71
wMEI [58] 0.66

[58] 0.77
Proposed-SVM 0.64

Proposed-LMKL 0.72

3.3.1 Comparisons of Feature Encoding Methods and Fine-

Tuning Results

An additional objective of this study is to make comparison between different feature

encoding techniques for the leadership and personality related tasks being addressed

here. To understand this, the best results of each feature encoding approach: sta-

tistical encoding (STAT) and covariance encoding (CM) in combination with SVM

and LMKL were tested, are written in Table 3.4. Furthermore, to highlight the

significance of feature encoding with classification steps, we also computed the re-

sults of fine-tuning in our comparisons as well. Fine-tuning was only used to update

the fully connected layers: fc7 and fc8, whereas softmax values were considered as

frame-level confidence. The training was performed with cross-entropy loss function,

gradient descent optimization, 1e−4 learning rate and 50% dropout on fc6 and fc7,

following the works of [6, 7], which introduced the CNN architecture considered in

this study. The model was trained for ten epochs that was found out through ex-

periment such that if the network reached to saturation point and loss is not going

down, training was halted. The video segment level classification was achieved by

i) averaging the class probabilities, that is taken from softmax score for each frame

of video and then deciding based on maximum score (presented as FineTune-M1 in

Table 3.4) ii) by taking majority voting to the percieved labels for all frames (named

as FineTune-M2 in Table 3.4).

The performance showed that when SVM was applied, both feature encoding meth-
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ods results were similar for EL detection and high/low extraversion classification,

but the performance gain of CM was witnessed for LS prediction. For LS prediction,

when LMKL was applied, CM performance was much superior then STAT (10% im-

provement) but for EL detection and high/low extraversion classification tasks, the

CM results are (4 to 5 % ) inferior than STAT endcoding-based method. When the

enormous gap between the feature vectors dimensionality is obtained after applying

STAT and CM, which are 20480 and 10, correspondingly, is considered, the results

of CM is very encouraging. Once the PCA technique is applied for CM which is

elaborated more (as future work), it is highly likely that CM can achieve better

performance than STAT for all tasks.

On the other hand, The fine-tuning performance was poorer for all problems as

compared to any baselines and worse than the proposed technique with combination

of any type of feature encoding and classifiers. This performance deterioration could

be due to i) not having sufficient size of data and/or ii) the less variance/dynamics

in the data such that the input frames are much alike to each other in comparison

to the activity recognition dataset (note that the DNN applied in this study [6, 7],

is initially for activity recognition). This performance gain demonstrates the impact

of STAT, CM, SVM, and LMKL.

3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, a pre-trained CNN model [6, 7] was used to extract novel VisualAct-

based NFs for the investigation of small group interactions during meetings. Here,

we reveal that there is performance gain in comparison to i) the state-of-the-art

VisualAct-based NFs ii) the best-proclaimed results, that were achieved when nu-

merous audio-based. Even compared to visual-based NFs used together or when

additional and generally more complex approches e.g. deep feature embedding

learning, detection of co-occurrences of NFs, or when feature selection operation

were practiced.
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Table 3.4: Comparisons of feature encoding and fine-tuning results
EL Detection GeoMean

STAT-SVM 0.53
CM-SVM 0.53

STAT-LMKL 0.76
CM-LMKL 0.72

FineTune-M1 0.40
FineTune-M2 0.37

LS Prediction GeoMean
STAT-SVM 0.40
CM-SVM 0.46

STAT-LMKL 0.61
CM-LMKL 0.71

FineTune-M1 0.35
FineTune-M2 0.38

High/Low Extraversion Classification Accuracy
STAT-SVM 0.64
CM-SVM 0.64

STAT-LMKL 0.72
CM-LMKL 0.67

FineTune-M1 0.56
FineTune-M2 0.56

The proposed pipeline was tested on three tasks: emergent leadership detection,

emergent leadership style prediction, and high/low extraversion classification.

The proposed technique (especially in combination with LMKL) showed better re-

sults than the state of the art VisualActbased NFs for all aforementioned problems,

and even when the VisualAct-based NFs was combined with other types of NFs (it

refers to the best-proclaimed result for some tasks) in state of the art methods. For

emergent leader detection task, our proposed technique showed better performance

in comparison to the method that applied deep feature learning [42] and for high/low

extraversion classification, the proposed method showed better performance than

the method [59], which is relatively composite as it privileged the naturally synchro-

nization information of audio-based and video-based NFs. The performance gain in

proposed method is vital assuming that it uses just one modality and potentially

even better classification rate can be achieved when the proposed NFs in combina-

tion with other audio-based and video-based NFs are utilized. Overall, the proposed
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pipeline in combination with LMKL resulted much better performance as compared

to the proposed technique with SVM, which was also demonstrated in the earlier

related works [41, 109, 42]. This might be because LMKL can compute the relative

classification weight of each feature and select the kernel weights correspondingly,

while SVM can not do that and it gives equal weight to each feature. The poor per-

formance of SVM is due to the unnecessary or irrelevant features that misguide the

classifier as also mentioned in the previous study e.g. [109]. Various feature encoding

techniques to encode the deep NFs in terms of a single feature vector were tested.

To the best of our knowledge, co-variance encoding and statistical encoding steps

has never been applied in this domain. The performance analogy among different

combinations of the proposed techniques and fine-tuning also confirms the strength

of the proposed method and the positive improvement of the feature encoding and

classification steps. Furthermore in future, analysis with temporal fusion techniques

e.g. Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) or transformers can be investigated and

also more complex feature encoding approches can be tested in future.

Publication:

Beyan, Cigdem, Shahid, Muhammad, and Vittorio Murino. ”Investigation of

small-group social interactions using deep visual activity-based nonverbal features.”

Proceedings of the 26th ACM international conference on Multimedia. 2018.



Chapter 4

Visual Voice Activity Detection

This chapter presents a detailed analysis and a novel method for vision-based voice

activity detection (VAD) task which answers the question Who is Speaking and

When? in a given video sequence. Generally, visual VAD is performed by detecting

lips motion, which is not always accessible. Additionally, VAD is correlated with the

visual activity of the head, hand, or whole-body which can be used for its detection.

In past decade, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have achieved astonishing

results in many applications including visual activity related tasks. CNN’s effec-

tiveness along with whole-body visual activity representation as an input can be

explored. For the first time, we investigate a more robust way of representations

for visual activity named visual activity primitives, which performs better as com-

pared to body parts detection based methods [130],[75]. A detailed quantitative and

qualitative analysis is performed to find out the best performing primitive for the

VAD task. We apply a data-driven approach without using any labels or features

of the test data. We achieve competitive results on some primitives compared to

state-of-art methods.

Traditionally, voice activity detection (VAD) is performed by processing audio-only

modality as a preliminary task of speaker diarization [131]. Whereas multi-modal ap-

proaches use audiovisual information and they are usually known as active speaker

46
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detection, are recently supplying performance boost [79, 75, 4]. Generally, these

multimodal systems have either jointly modeled the speech and visual cues such as

facial, body cues [75] or, they have performed speaker diarization using only audio

modality where video frames are just used to localize, track or associate a person

location to speech (e.g. [81]). Comparatively, few research studies are performed

on visual cues-based voice activity detection (known as Visual-VAD in literature).

But, in much real-life situation, the availability of audio is not possible due to phys-

ical or privacy-related constraints, in such a case visual cues-based VAD is highly

valuable and there may also be situations where the task of robustly distinguishing

voices becomes a very difficult task, for instance in social gatherings where a lot of

background noise is present.

Many research studies on visual-VAD have been performed by using lips motion for

example [61, 62, 70, 64]. Several other research studies have been realized based on

hand movements [67, 36, 70], head movements [36], and visual focus of attention

(VFOA) [67]. Additionally, the visual cues are derived from the entire body i.e.

without focusing directly on a certain body part such as the hands or the head

[68, 69] can be very useful for VAD. For example, in [70], full upper body motion

cues surpass the performance of lip motion-based method for VAD.

The major contributions of this chapter are as follows.

• A detailed comparison analysis is performed to find out the best visual activity

representations (primitives) as input to CNN for the VAD task. It is not just

quantitative but also qualitative analysis to find out the compact represen-

tations and the rational explanation for its best performance as compared to

others.

• A novel visual VAD (VVAD) method, which performs not only better than

the state-of-the-art (SoA) VVAD methods but also better than the SoA mul-

timodal VAD approach. This is also the first attempt to use the unsupervised
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domain adaptation for VAD task. It is shown that domain adaptation provides

not only better performance but also more consistent VAD results such that

the detection performances are equally well for all persons.

• A new multimodal real-world dataset (RealVAD) is introduced in this chapter,

which includes many circumstances, for example; having persons from different

ethnic origins, including higher number of subjects at a time, containing person

detections with different (sometimes) non-static backgrounds, having natural

changes of illumination and shadows that make motion analysis harder, having

highly imbalanced VAD ground-truth and so forth.

• A comparative study to benchmark the existing VAD datasets is present, and

also define some design criteria that are useful for the creation of future VAD

datasets.

• A real world dataset is introduced and tested by applying the proposed method,

and also by performing other analyses including cross-dataset experiments that

allow us to capture more insights about the characteristics of the datasets used.

Especially, the results of cross-dataset analyses prove the positive contribution

of applying unsupervised domain adaptation.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. First, we define a generic VAD

learning task in Section 4.1. Whereas in Section 4.2, the detail of visual activity

primitives generation and CNN fine-tuning in an end-to-end fashion along with SVM

learning and inference using deep features are presented. Afterwards, the domain

specific challenge is extensively explored in Section 4.3 for real world dataset. Lastly,

a summary of this chapter and future expected dimensions are given in Section 4.4.
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4.1 Definition

Suppose xεX be a sequence of feature vectors extracted from the bounding box

of target body parts like face, lips or upper body in case of visual VAD, where

x = (x1; ...;xT ) Here T is the sequence length. Generally, x is feature embedding

extracted from a short temporal sequence (slice) (few number of consecutive frames).

Let yεY be the respective sequence of ground truth or labels: y = (y1; ....; yT ) and

yiε(0...C − 1). where C is the number of classes and depends on the task. Here

C is 2 for VAD task (speaker and not speaker). The criteria is to find a mapping

function f : X ⇒ Y that transforms a feature sequence x to the corresponding label

sequence y.

4.2 Investigating Visual Activity Primitives for

VAD

Several ways of representing or expressing a person’s visual activity exist. For in-

stance, in [67], a combination of motion vectors such as DCT coefficients, and resid-

ual bit-rate coding was used. For VAD, motion history images (MHI) were used in

[68]. Optical flow is another common method used in [69] to represent the visual

activity to detect the speakers. Lately, enhanced trajectory features consisting of

truncation of Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG), Histogram of Flow (HoF),

and Motion Boundary Histogram (MBH) features have been used in [70, 3] for visual

active speaker detection. All these observations resulted in hand-crafted features,

which depict visual activity. On the other hand, deep learning models such as Convo-

lutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) have shown

state-of-the-art results for many research problems in computer vision domain, e.g.

for image classification, object detection, activity classification, sequence modeling

(e.g. [6, 132]). So, integrating deep learning to VAD task can potentially improve
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the performance. Therefore, there is good chance to have superior performance for

visual-VAD with the help of CNNs. Although the prior representations of visual

activity (named as visual activity primitives, from now on in this chapter) as an in-

put to CNN is very important for VAD performance. In detail, some primitives can

perform better in detection task on average in comparison to others, or can have a

more consistent VAD performance so that the detector can work equally well for all

speakers. In this section, the most popular visual activity primitives are compared

by modeling them with CNN for video-based VAD, which has never been addressed

before.

4.2.1 Method

The overall steps for visual activity primitives construction and ResNet50 training

are shown in Figure 4.1. In the first part of the pipeline, for each 10 successive RGB

video frames, visual activity primitives: a) optical flow image (OFI) as proposed

in [8], b) OFI as presented in [9], c) dynamic image (DI) as suggested in [132],

d) the aggregation of OFI [8] with DI and e) the aggregation of OFI [9] with DI

are generated. Thereafter, a ResNet50 model is fine-tuned using the VAD label

(speaking or not-speaking) associated with each type of primitive. In the same way,

for a given test stream, the same type of primitive is passed through ResNet50, which

it has been trained on. The softmax score of ResNet50 is used for classification.

Additionally, an SVM is also trained and test using ResNet50’s last layer deep

features from optical flow or dynamic images based primitives of training and test

data respectively.

4.2.2 Visual Activity Primitives

A sample of 10 consecutive frames from a video segment with corresponding five

visual activity primitives are shown in Figure 4.2. These frames are equivalent
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Figure 4.1: Overview of proposed visual voice activity detection methodology. Check
the detail of each step in below section

to: one RGB dynamic image (DI), three optical flow images (OFI) generated by

following [8], three OFI created as in [9] and optical flow-based dynamic images.

These primitives are explained in the following sections.

Optical Flow Image (OFI) [8]:

Optical flow or optic flow is a way to measure flow field caused by the relative

motion between an observer (camera) and a scene. It is computed by estimating

the motion pixel between two temporal frames. In this study, we have computed

optical flow from every Ft and Ft+3 frames, such that Ft+1 and Ft+2 are discarded

from the calculation. Which resulted in 10 Optical Flow Images (OFIs) for every 1

sec video segment (30 frames). We discard the intermediate Ft+1 and Ft+2 frames

to better reflect the motion. As consecutive frames based OFIs show small motion

(not informative flow images) and pose computational inefficiency.

In one of earlier approach [8], Brox et al. proposed a variational approach that

applies a coarse-to-fine warping scheme to couple three assumptions: the gradient

constancy, the grey-value constancy, and the spatio-temporal smoothness constraint

of the optical flow estimation. The gradient constancy controls the aperture problem.

While the grey value constancy supposition makes the method robust against grey
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Figure 4.2: Visual representations of activity primitives: 1) RGB-dynamic image,
2) optical flow image M1; refers to [8], 3) optical flow image M2; refers to [9], 4)
dynamic image obtained from optical flow image M1 and 5) dynamic image obtained
from optical flow image M2. The speaking person related 5 different visual primitives
corresponding to 10 consecutive frames are shown in this figure.

value variations. The spatio-temporal smoothness assumption enables to compute

the spatial displacement of a pixel only in the neighboring area by considering the

interaction between nearby pixels. As a result, three parameters need to be set:

the weight between the grey pixel value and the gradient constancy assumption, the

smoothness parameter, and the Gaussian convolution parameter to pre-process the

input images. In our study, the smoothness parameter is 80 whereas weight is 5 and

the Gaussian parameter is 0.9. These values are empirically found. Once the optic

flow is computed by following the above-described way, it is represented as RGB

images in such a way that the first two channels are obtained from x and y flow

values respectively, whereas third channel is constructed from the magnitude of x

and y. These flow channels have mean values of 128. Afterwards, the channels are

multiplied by a scalar value to scale within the range of 0-255.

Optical Flow Image (OFI) [9]:

This is a variational method that uses total variation along with L1-norm regu-

larization and eventually applies pixel-wise thresholding on the resultant image.
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The main objective is to preserve the discontinuities and edges in flow fields and

also keep robustness against the occlusions, illumination changes, and noise. This

method is also variational, uses total variation regularization with L1-norm, and

applies a point-wise thresholding strategy. Its objective is to preserve the edges

and discontinuities in the flow field while being robust against illumination changes,

occlusions, and noise. For visual representations purpose, the optical flow field in x

and y directions are normalized in the range of [-1, 1], that is further transformed

into HSV color space such that hue (H) indicates the direction, saturation (S) is

represented by the magnitude of the flow field, whereas value (V) is fixed to 255.

Finally, HSV images are transformed into RGB color space. As CNN model was

pre-trained on RGB images.

Multiple Dynamic Images Construction [132]

There are several various way to captures the visual activity (VisualAct) of a person,

that can be applied to capture the upper body motion (UBM). As earlier mentioned,

DCT coeefecients, motion history image are used to characterise VisualAct for vi-

sual VAD. Similarly, Optical flow is another prevalent approach used to represent

VisualAct to detect the active speakers [69].

The dynamic image [132] is a compact representation of a video stream which sum-

marises the appearance and motion dynamics in a single image. It neglects the

pixel related to the static background and only retains information related to mov-

ing objects. The DI is generated by applying a rank-pooling operation to encode

the temporal variation of frames. The resultant DIs are so expressive that it can be

used to train any Convolution Neural Network (CNN) models. Here, the dynamic

images are generated from RGB frames (raw video streams) or optical flow frames

extracted in earlier steps.

We transform an input video sequence into multiple dynamic images. We obtain

one dynamic image for each consecutive 10 frames without overlapping in a given
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Figure 4.3: Example dynamic images obtained from 10 consecutive speaking and
not-speaking frames.

video. The optimal number of frames used here, are found out by performing a small

experiment. We witnessed that dynamic images representation from RGB domain

(raw video frames) were useful for capturing the motions related to the person in

the video. Some sample dynamic images from the under consideration dataset, are

presented in Figure 4.3.

4.2.3 ResNet50 Fine-tuning

The CNN training from random weight initialization is not an effective way, espe-

cially for small-scale datasets. Transfer learning (weight initialization from CNN

trained on big data sets) and finetuning with some regularization function on target

data is the best option to minimize computational cost and get high performance.

We adapted ResNet50 [133] as a learning architecture for this study as compared to

many other CNN architectures due to its good and efficient performance. Here, the

network is trained using fine-tuning of ResNet50 ((pre-trained on ImageNet dataset).
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During training, a fully connected layer of 2048 neurons with random weight ini-

tialization is appended after the final convolution layer to give more generalized

initialization. The convolution layers freeze (no gradient-based updation in weights)

during training. The network is trained in an end-to-end fashion with cross-entropy

loss function, Adam optimizer, and 10e−5 learning rate are applied for 20 epochs.

As our training data is quite imbalanced which contained more not-speaking frames

as compared to speaking (usually one person is speaking at a time while others

are listening). As a result, during fine-tuning, from data analysis, we observed that

there are much more non-speaking dynamic images relative to the speaking dynamic

images, but learning with an imbalanced data misleads the classification task [134]

and can be partial to majority class. To overcome this imbalance data issue, we

applied a batch-based balanced training (50 % samples from each class) by randomly

selecting the image from given data. Besides, data augmentation operations such

as horizontally flipped and/or a 64x64 randomly selected patch is replaced with

the mean value of the images, is also applied. This 64x64 randomly selected patch

replacement can be regarded as a 2d dropout layer on input data.

The ResNet50 is trained for all types of visual activity primitive. Afterwards, the

inference is applied to classify as speaking and not speaking for test data primitives.

4.2.4 Classifier Learning and Inference

The ResNet50 is trained for all types of visual activity primitive. Afterwards, the

inference is applied to classify as speaking and not speaking for test data primi-

tives. Furthermore, we also learned the SVM classifier by using fc features of best

performing primitive to perform a fair comparison with a state-of-the-art method

[3]. The kernel parameter C for SVM is taken as 10k while k = {−4,−3,−2,−1, 0,

1, 2, 3, 4}.
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4.2.5 Columbia Dataset

Here, the visual activity primitives are constructed on a publicly available dataset

named as Columbia [3]. This dataset is constructed from a panel discussion video

of 87 minutes-long video with 30 frames per second. The field of view of a camera

changes from time to time by focusing on 2 or 3 people at a time. Same as the

State-of-art method [3], we only consider those segments of the video where there is

more than one person in the field of view and other frames having a single person in

the camera view is removed. This approach resulted in 5 speakers (Bell, Bollinger,

Lieberman, Long, Sick) out of 7. To compare with [3], we use the VAD labels

(speaking/not-speaking) only belonging to the aforementioned persons for each video

frame. As per the analysis conducted, the entire upper body motion of each speaker

(in other words, the entire observable body parts) is used. As a conclusion, leave-

one-person-out cross-validation with F1-score as the evaluation metric is used still

for comparison purposes [3].

4.2.6 Visual Primitives’ Performance Analysis

The best results on SOA methods such as [3], [75] and the best result of each visual

activity primitive with Softmax classifiers are shown in Table 4.1. The result for

best performing visual activity primitives is given as well.

As observed in Table 4.1., the average performance of the visual activity primitives:

RGB-DI and OFI [9]-DI is the best out of all primitives and they also perform even

better than visual modality based SOA [3] method, either Softmax or SVM is used

as a classifier. The multi-model based method [75] performs the best as compared to

our and SOA methods, as it uses lips information and audio modality. If the subject

is more expressive by body motion, the lip-based visual data is not always accurate.

As shown in Table 4.1, the performance of RGB-DI for Bollinger and Lieberman

is quite high even as compared to multi-modality based SOA method [75], wherein
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case Long (subject), it is the opposite. The performance of SOA [3] is extremely

sensitive to the window size (W ), which is related to temporal continuity. It is based

on the heuristic that if a person is speaking it is more probable that it will keep

speaking for a while rather than stop speaking. Usually, the temporal continuity

largely corrected the misclassification results, but it is fuzzy how the window size of

the temporal continuity should be determined to obtain rigorous VAD results. As

we create dynamic images for every 10 consecutive frames, it can be justifiable to

compare the performances with SOA [3] with W is equal to 10. In such a case, all

visual activity primitives except OFI [8] and OFI [8]-DI, perform better as compared

to SOA [3]. Overall, better average visual-VAD is very important but having a lower

VAD performance standard deviation is highly appreciable.

Furthermore, in detail, SOA [3] method has high variance such that it performs good

for some people but lower performance on some people (e.g., Long: 86.90%), while

performs worse for some others (e.g., Bollinger: 65.89%). This can be observed from

the high STD values, 8.45%, and 10.36% as well. In other words, this SOA [3] is not

able to overcome the domain-shift problem such that the marginal distributions of

training data and the test data are different from each other, which results in poorer

VAD performance for some speakers. Domain-shift problem is highly possible for

visual-VAD given that the way people move while speaking varies a lot from person

to person, resulting in contradictory visual activity representations, as also referred

to in the psychology literature. It means, the performance of any visual activity

primitives is more consistent showing the superiority of fc1 features of ResNet50 as

compared to the features of SOA. Especially, OFI [9]-DI can detect speaking and

not-speaking video segments equally well for every speaker.
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Table 4.1: F1-scores (%). AVG and STD stand for average and standard deviation of F1-scores of all speakers, respectively. W , OFI,
DI mean window size, optical flow image and dynamic image, respectively. The best results are emphasized in bold-face.

Method Bell Bollinger Lieberman Long Sick AVG STD Details
[3] 82.90 65.80 73.60 86.90 81.80 78.20 8.45 W=10, SVM
[3] 90.30 69.00 82.40 96.00 89.30 85.40 10.36 W=100, SVM
[75] 93.70 83.40 86.80 97.70 86.10 89.54 5.94 W=10
OFI [8] 84.01 69.25 68.8 53.31 68.19 68.71 9.71 Softmax
OFI [9] 85.63 81.73 80.12 69.36 70.83 77.53 6.35 Softmax
RGB-DI 86.07 93.30 91.88 73.62 86.34 86.24 6.94 Softmax
RGB-DI 86.34 93.78 92.34 76.09 86.25 86.96 6.24 SVM
OFI [8]-DI 84.08 72.27 80.57 60.01 68.89 73.164 8.56 Softmax
OFI [9]-DI 89.97 86.56 85.15 82.46 85.43 85.91 2.44 Softmax
OFI [9]-DI 89.16 88.82 85.82 81.39 85.97 86.23 2.79 SVM
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4.2.7 Qualitative Analysis

As shown in Figure 4.4, given 6 video segments, each contained 10 video frames, two

of them having the ground-truth label (GT) “speaking” and the other two having

GT “not-speaking”, we visualize the class activation maps in Figure 4.4 using Grad-

CAM [135] for the ResNet50 fine-tuned for VAD using visual activity primitives

separately. The Grad-CAM [135] is used to pinpoint the class-discriminating part

of the image. These activation maps are overlaid with the central raw frame of

the corresponding video segment in Figure 4.4. For a speaking person from ground

Figure 4.4: The visualization of the class-discriminating regions overlaid on the cen-
tral raw RGB frame of the video segments where ResNet50 is trained with separate
visual activity primitives. Red regions in the heat map correspond to the high scores
for the ground-truth class. M1 refers to [8] and M2 refers to [9].
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truth, more hand and head motion as compared to the rest of the body is expected

to be detected, as the person is more stable in his position. OFI [8] (M1) image

is relatively less robust to detect these motion as compared to all other primitives.

However, RGB-DI and OFI [9](M2)-DI are best for localization of the hands and

head motions. Whereas for not speaking person as ground truth, in the first row at

the third position from left, the subject is raising her hand to open a water bottle,

where at the fourth position the subject is drinking water and the hand is in front

of the face. RGB based dynamic images (RGB-DI) and particularly optical flow-

based images using method M2 (OFI M2-DI) are relatively good enough to highlight

and differentiate various types of motion during the speech, meaning those frames

are classified correctly. Although, OFI-M1 highlights other parts of images such as

background or areas closer to body parts e.g. subject’s shoulders when the motion

is very subtle to correctly classification for these frames. Such findings are in line

with the quantitative results, proving evidence that RGB-DI and OFI [9](M2)-DI

are superior for motion localization which is related to speech activity.

4.3 Unsupervised Domain Adaptation for Visual

VAD

This section addresses one of the key challenges that most of computer vision task

go through. It takes the base study from above section by applying the best primi-

tive (motion reptesentation as found out in the aforementioned section) based upper

body motion (UBM) representation along with deep model for feature learning. As

confirmed by literature [26], the way people gesticulate while speaking varies a lot.

It results in uncorrelated UBM representation from one person to another even if

they belong to the same class (e.g. speaking). This results in a marginal distribu-

tion shift from person to person within the same dataset and across the multiple

dataset as well. Domain shift problem from one dataset to other dataset is common
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across many machine learning application in many domains but it is uncommon

with in the same dataset. To suppress this effect, we build up an unsupervised

domain adaptation approach using sparse auto-encoders and simple subspace align-

ment methods. The parameters of autoencoders, subspace alignment, and classifiers

are jointly learned. We perform an ablation study to justify the importance of each

component of domain adaptation and achieve state-of-art results. First, we ap-

plied this proposed approach to overcome the domain shift problem in within the

single dataset across the participants. The experimental analysis performed on sin-

gle dataset showed convincing results on a real-world dataset, which motivates us to

perform further comprehensive study in a more diverse scenario accross the different

dataset having diverse dynamics. We felt the lack of dataset for body motion based

VAD problem that give us an opportunity to introduce a real-world and challeng-

ing dataset to benchmark the visual voice activity detection methodologies and to

make real-life’s data more applicable for research and development purposes. Here,

we present a multimodal dataset (named RealVAD), generated from real-world (no

role-plays) panel discussion in front of the audience. This RealVAD dataset en-

compasses several complex scenarios that are missing in the previous VAD dataset.

We benchmark the RealVAD dataset by applying the proposed method as well as

cross-dataset analysis. Especially, the cross dataset experimental results justifies the

considerable contribution of our unsupervised domain adaptation method.

Firstly, humans unintentionally synchronize their nonverbal and linguistic behav-

ior [136] during social interactions. Secondly, the nonverbal part (gestures) occurs

mainly during speech (with a few milliseconds delay) [137]. Thirdly, about 90% of

the time all gestures occur while a person is speaking [138] during a conversation

or monologue speech and it was realized that in a meeting the occurrence of UBM

while speaking was for more than 80% of the total speaking time duration [139]. Fur-

thermore, many approaches exploit the synchronization information between speech

and body cues (body motion, hand gestures, mouth movement, fidgeting, body pose,

etc.) and do not require any VAD label. For example, the synchronization informa-
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tion between pitch and gestures are used to obtain more human-like artificial agents

in [140]. Moreover, recently it has been shown in [50] that nonverbal behaviors ex-

tracted from UBM can result in effective and robust features, e.g., emergent leaders

related tasks, and to detect the personality traits in conversations.

As mentioned several times in literature [26], the way of gesticulation while speak-

ing differs a lot from person to person depending upon her/his personality and

cultural background. This fact gives rise to a marginal distributional shift between

source and target data which is named as domain shift problem. Our approach

provides an unsupervised domain adaptation solution to resolve this problem as fol-

lows. A two-layers stacked sparse autoencoder is used to extract the new feature

representations and a subspace alignment method is applied to bring the features

into shared space. Afterwards, an SVM classifier is trained using training data

only. The trained classifier is used for inference on the test (target) person. Our

unsupervised domain adaptation based proposed method in the VAD context is not

learning person-specific features. As a result, our technique is still a generic one (not

dependent on the target person, i.e., not using any VAD labels of the test person).

4.3.1 Proposed Method

The proposed pipeline is shown in Figure 4.5. First, for UBM representations mul-

tiple dynamic images are generated for person in the given video sequence and pro-

duced from the training and test videos independently (Section 4.2.2). Subsequently,

using dynamic images of training set as inputs, the ResNet50 [133] is fine-tuned for

VAD task. Then, the features are extracted for each dynamic image (Section 4.3.2)

belonging to training and test set using this fine-tuned model. Following that, a

classifier (such as Support Vector Machine as applied in this study) can be learned

using the computed features for training data or even without features extraction,

the softmax classifier of learned model could be used to classify into speaking or not-

speaking category (i.e., a full end-to-end system) when the dynamic images of the
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test data are input. Though, the softmax results (denoted as Softmax in Section

4.3.7) and the classifier’s outcome when extracted features were the input to the

classifier (referred as SVM in Section 4.3.7) disclosed that, despite the fact these

methodologies work fine for some speakers, their performance degradation are too

much for some other participants. This might be attributed to the fact that the way

people gesticulate during speaking differs a lot from person to person [70, 3], which

outcomes in divergent UBM representations (in our case unrelated dynamic images)

that might reason a domain shift challenge resulting in inferior classification results.

This problem can be minimized by developing an unsupervised domain adaptation

technique, and finally training an SVM classifier.

The parameters are jointly learned for the domain adaptation technique and the

classifier (SVM). The devised domain adaptation pipeline tries to bring the subspace

of train (source domain) and test (target domain) features generated from fine-tuned

ResNet50 model [133] into shared space after passing through two-layers stacked

sparse autoencoder (Section 4.3.3). From new feature representations of training

part of data attained from the domain adaptation approach and the corresponding

VAD labels, an SVM classifier is learned to infere the voice activity class label of

a test dynamic image, the trained SVM classifier (Section 4.2.4) is inferred to the

respective data represented in terms of the new domain adapted features, which

generates a VAD label as speaking or not-speaking. This inferred label related to

the test video frames, from which the test dynamic image is created.

4.3.2 ResNet50 Fine-tuning and Feature Extraction

The dynamic images can be learned with any type CNN architectures for fine-tuning

as also revealed by [132] and also experimeted in Section 4.2.6. In the initial trail,

first, we fine-tuned AlexNet (pre-trained on ImageNet dataset). Nonetheless, this

gives rise to over-fitting state even though the regularization techniques e.g., batch

normalization in convolution layers, drop-out on fully connected layers and aug-
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Figure 4.5: The over all block diagram of proposed pipeline.

mentation techniques were applied on input. As agreed by deep learning research

community that, a CNN model having more layers might have better feature repre-

sentations capacity [141], we also implemented our analysis by using ResNet50 [133],

which gave considerably improved (p-value < 0.01) VAD results in comparison to

AlexNet.

While dynamic images constructed from speaking and non-speaking video segments

(for more detail see Section 4.2.2) are feed as an inputs, ResNet50 (pre-trained on

ImageNet dataset) is fine-tuned by following two ways named as Fine-tuning 1 (FT1)

as applied in Section 4.2.3 and Fine-tuning 2 (FT2) is applied (described as below)

i) Fine-tuning 1 (FT1): We just append an additional fully-connected layer

subsequently to the final convolution layer of ResNet50 (called Fc1 in the rest of

this chapter) and shown as Fc1 in Figure 4.5. It is similar to fine-tuning in Section

4.2.3.

ii) Fine-tuning 2 (FT2): The convolutional layers shown as Block 4, Block 5 and

the fully connected layer Fc in Figure 4.5 are updated. The weights of Block4, Block5

and Fc are randomly initialized and training is performed with 5×10−6 learning rate.

At the end of this training, Fc features are extracted to be used by the following

component of the proposed method.
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We have not trained the earlier ResNet50 layers than Block 4, to utilize the infor-

mation already learned (e.g., edges and very general image features) by pre-training

ResNet50. This is based on the assumption that such features can be common even

in different image domains (in our case ImageNet data and dynamic images).

FT1 and FT2 are applied with an end-to-end manner with cross entropy loss func-

tion, and Adam optimizer for 20 (for FT1) and 10 epochs (for FT2). The parameter

values, e.g., learning rate and the number of epochs were determined based on the

VAD performance obtained on the validation set. Validation set is 10% of the total

training set in a cross-validation fold. It is randomly selected and not overlapping

with the training set used in the fine-tuning. At each batch, 128 randomly selected

dynamic images (64 speaking and 64 not-speaking) were used. It is important to

balance the number of speaking and not-speaking dynamic images in each batch

as the used datasets have much more not-speaking bounding boxes as compared to

the speaking bounding boxes, and training with an imbalanced data misleads the

classification task a lot. Additionally, data augmentation is applied as follows. Some

randomly selected training dynamic images are horizontally flipped and/or a 64×64

randomly selected patch is replaced with the mean value of the images, which can

be seen as a dropout before input layer in ResNet50 model.

4.3.3 Unsupervised Domain Adaptation part

The autoencoder was presented by Rumelhart et al. [142] as an unsupervised learn-

ing technique and has been utilized for different objectives, such as dimensionality

reduction, feature extraction [16], pre-training of deep nets [143], data generation

and reconstruction [144]. It is fundamentally a neural network learned to transform

the input to an output, which is a reconstruction of the input with intermediate

abstract representations. The naivest form of an autoencoder contained a single

hidden layer that transforms an input x to its new representation y, with the help

of activation function f (usually non-linear), weight matrix (W ) and a bias vector
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b. The encoded representation y is then decoded to rebuild the input x (shown as

xr below). The training of this simple network is based on a loss function which is

minimized while as the hidden/output layer weight matrices (W and W ′) and hid-

den/output layers bias vectors (b and b′) are optimized. That can be summarized

as follow.

y = f(Wx+ b) (4.1)

xr = f(W ′y + b′) (4.2)

Recently, the autoencoder is exploited for unsupervised domain adaptation [145]

such that a shared representation between test (target domain) and training (source

domain) data is learned. This idea has never been practised for video-based VAD.

Previous studies [146, 147] revealed that, it is advantageous to learn superior per-

forming feature with domain invariant feature learning, thanks to non-linear trans-

formation characteristic of autoencoder. Still, using autoencoder only might not

be satisfactory (i.e. does not always make sure the effective features), and in some

cases (e.g.; when the size of source data is much bigger than target data) autoen-

coder can result in more discrepancy across target and source domain. To overcome

this challenge, we combine autoencoder with a subspace alignment approach (re-

ferred as AE+SA for the rest of the paper). This subspace alignment method puts

a distance constraint such that the resulting target and source feature vectors, after

using an autoencoder, has a minimized distribution difference. The autoencoder

architect and the subspace alignment techniques applied are summarized as follows.

Stacked Sparse Autoencoder

A two-layers stacked sparse autoencoder (2AE) is applied. The number of hidden

neurons in each layer, sparsity constraints for sparsity control with fixed sparsity

proportion and l2 weight normalization factor (i.e., regularization parameter for
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weight updating) are all optimized by layer-wise training. In detail, finally the num-

ber of neurons in first and second layers are set to 512 and 128, respectively while

the l2 weight regularization is 0.002, and sparsity regularization is four produced

the best results. The sparsity proportion in each encoding layers are 0.15 in first

layer and 0.40 in second layer. These values correspond to the best VAD perfor-

mance obtained for the validation set. The training of 2AE network is performed

for 300 epochs using complete test data and the same amount of arbitrarily nomi-

nated training samples (called balanced training in Section 4.2.3). The loss function

encompasses two parts: a mean square error between input and output, and two

regularization expressions. The first regularization expression (weight decay) min-

imizes the overfitting issue and the second regularization is sparsity constraint on

the hidden units.

Principal component analysis based subspace alignment (PCA-SA) [148]

Assume, Tf is the feature set of target data and Sf is the feature set of source data,

both having d dimensions. First, the source and target features are normalized to

zero mean and unit variance. Then, PCA is used to both training and test feature

vectors with N eigenvectors corresponding to topmost N eigenvalues. These N

eigenvectors are considerd as the bases of source and target subspaces represented

as UfS and UfT (where UfS , UfT ∈ RdxN). As UfS and UfT are computed through

singular value decomposition (SVD), they are orthonormal to their transposed form

(U ′fSUfS = I, U ′fTUfT = I). Further, a linear transformation matrix M , which

transforms the source subspace coordinates UfS into target feature subspace UfT , is

learned by optimizing the Bregman divergence as follows.

F (M) = ‖UfSM − UfT ‖
2
F (4.3)

M∗ = M(F (M)) (4.4)
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where ‖.‖2F is the Frobenius norm. Eq. 4.3 can be expressed as:

F (M) =
∥∥U ′fSUfSM − U ′fSUfT

∥∥2
F

=
∥∥M − U ′fSUfT

∥∥2
F

(4.5)

which results in M∗ = U ′fSUfT and Uc = UfSM
∗, where Uc stands for target-source

common coordinate system (called the target aligned source coordinate system in

[148]). As a result of this alignment, the new feature transformation of target (ftT )

and source (ftS) domains are found as ftT = TfUfT and ftS = SfUc, correspond-

ingly. The only parameter is the number of eigen vectors, whose value is searched

automatically from the predefined set of values: {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}, based on the

best VAD results achieved for the validation set.

Transfer component analysis based subspace alignment (TCA-SA) [149]

In the subspace obtained from the main transfer components, which TCA aims

to detect, the feature distributions belonging to different domains are much closer

[149]. TCA uses maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) to learn these main transfer

components in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS).

Suppose, Sf is the feature set of source data and Tf is the feature set of target data.

The empirical distance estimation between them using MMD is:

Dist
(
S ′f , T

′
f

)
=

∥∥∥∥∥ 1

ns

ns∑
i=1

ϕ (Sf )− 1

nt

nt∑
i=1

ϕ (St)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

H

(4.6)

where the ‖ · ‖H is RKHS norm, ns and nt are number of samples in source and

target domain, respectively, and ϕ : (Sf , St)→ H feature transformation applied on

both domains. Herein, we use linear kernel for feature transformation ϕ; resulting

in S ′f and T ′f .
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The distance between the means of two domains can be written as:

Dist
(
S ′f , T

′
f

)
= tr(KM) (4.7)

using the kernel trick K = ϕ(XS,T )Tϕ(XS,T ) while ϕ (XS,T ) is the concatenation of

ϕ (Sf ) and ϕ (Tf ) and M is computed as:

Mij =


1

nsns
, xi, xj ∈ Sf

1
ntnt

, xi, xj ∈ Tf
−1
nsnt

, otherwise

(4.8)

The empirical kernel map is decomposed as K =
(
KK−1/2

) (
K−1/2K

)
and can be

approximately re-written as K̃ = KV V >K while V is the transformation matrix

that transforms (nS + nT ) × (nS + nT ) to m-dimensional feature space. Given K̃,

Eq. 4.7 becomes:

Dist
(
S ′f , T

′
f

)
= tr

((
KV V >K

)
M
)

= tr
(
V >KMKV

)
(4.9)

To control the complexity of V , the regularization term tr
(
V >V

)
is added, such

that Eq. 4.9 becomes:

minV tr
(
V >V

)
+ µ tr

(
V >KMKV

)
(4.10)

while V >KHKV = I and µ is the regularization parameter. This regularization

solves the rank deficiency problem. The optimization problem in Eq. 4.10 can be

re-formulated such that the Lagrangian of it is:

L = tr
(
V >(I + µKMK)V

)
− tr

((
W>KHKV − I

)
Φ
)

(4.11)

where Φ is the Lagrangian multiplier. The generalized eigen decomposition is ob-

tained by setting the derivative of L to zero, resulting in (I+ µ KMK)V = KHKV
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Φ. Now, the optimum V can be approximated by using m leading eigen vectors of

(I+ µ KMK)−1KHK. Finally, the new features of source and target domains are

extracted by projecting into V coordinate system.

The two parameters: µ and m leading eigen vectors are found automatically from the

set of values: {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}, and {10, 20, 30, 40}, respectively, based on the best

VAD performance obtained for the validation set. The SVM classifier is learned in

same manner as described in Section 4.2.4. In addition SVM model is jointly learned

with 2AE + SA and is applied for the classification of test data.

4.3.4 Benchmarks for VAD Datasets

As reviewed in Section 2.3.4, the number of real-world datasets is very rare. The

datasets are usually practised in a lab venue where the participants may not act

naturally as they perform the imposed role-play instead of unprompted behaviors.

Furthermore, mainstream of the datasets are named as multi-modal but there are

circumstances the detached audio signal and/or audio based features are not pro-

vided, e.g., [70], [3], [86], [88], [89], [4] or visual data annotations are accessible only

for some body parts, e.g., face only [3], [4], lips only [90]. For the creation of a

big dataset, it is convenient to extract audio/video features automatically (e.g., in

[4] the localization of faces were marked by applying automatic face detection and

tracking algorithms), but this might produces false positives. Particularly, VAD

ground-truths that were acquired by applying basic speaker diarization methods,

e.g., as pragmatic in [70], [3], [88], [89] might contain noisy/ incorrect labels.

The performance evaluation of datasets reflected in this section and our proposed

dataset (RealVAD) are evaluated in terms of the following measures in Table 4.2.

• C1: Not being based on role-plays.

• C2: Having multiple subjects at a time in the field of the view of the camera.

• C3: Having VAD annotations of simultaneous speakers.
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• C4: Having subjects with different ethnic origins and/or diversity in demo-

graphics.

• C5: Having non-static background and/or camera motion.

• C6: Having diversity in video resolutions and/or in the distance between cam-

era and the subjects.

• C7: Having natural changes of illumination and/or shadow.

• C8: Having partial/full occlusions between subjects.

• C9: Providing publicly available VAD ground-truth.

• C10: Providing VAD ground-truth labeled by more than one human annota-

tors and showing the reliability of annotations, i.e., high agreement between

annotators.

• C11: Providing publicly available annotated visual data (e.g., location of the

subjects/faces in a video frame).

• C12: Providing publicly available separated audio data (e.g., output of a mi-

crophone array, etc.) and/or extracted acoustic features (e.g., MFCC).

From C1-C8, the more criteria a dataset satisfies means that it more includes the

complex dynamics of the real-world. In addition to that, satisfying C9-C12 means

that the corresponding dataset is a good candidate to be used for the testing of VAD

approaches.
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Table 4.2: The evaluation of existing VAD datasets and the proposed dataset (RealVAD) using criteria C1-C12 (see text for the description).
NM stands for not mentioned, 3stands for Yes and 7stands for No, [2]

DATASET C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12
AMI [80] 7 7(=1) 3 NM 7 7 3 7 7 7 7 3

Canal9 [17] 7 3(≤5) 3 NM 7 3 3 3 3 3 7 3

RAVEL [86] 7 3(≤5) 3 NM 7 3 3 3 3 7 3 7

AVTRACK-1 [87] 7 3(≤3) 3 NM 7 3 3 3 3 7 3 3

AVASM [88] 7 3(≤2) 3 NM 3 7 3 7 3 7 3 3

MVAD [89] 7 3(=3) 3 NM 3 7 3 7 3 7 3 3

MS.Thesis [70] 3 7(=3) 3 NM 7 7 3 7 7 7 7 3

Columbia [3] 3 7(=3) 3 NM 7 7 3 7 7 7 7 3

AVDIAR [85] 7 7(≤3) 3 NM 7 7 3 7 7 7 7 3

CAV3D [90] 7 7(≤3) 3 NM 7 7 3 7 7 7 7 3

AVA [4] 7 3(≤6) 3 NM 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 7

RealVAD 3 7(=9) 7 NM 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
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4.3.5 Real World VAD (RealVAD) Dataset

The RealVAD dataset is originated from a YouTube video [150] that contain of a

panel discussion lasting approx. 83 minutes. There is only one central microphone

to capture the audio signal. There is one fully stationary (fixed position, fixed

field of view and no zoom-in zoom-out operation) camera capturing all panelists,

the moderator and few front-line audiences. An exciting opportunity the RealVAD

provide is to allow studying the effect of ethnic diversity to the automatic VAD

as it is contained of panelists with different nationalities (British, Dutch, French,

German, Italian, American, Mexican, Columbian, Thai). In this chapter, we have

not investigated this aspect much more. Nevertheless, the unsupervised domain

adaptation method tested showed better results in comparison to not applying it.

There is a gender equilibrium such that there are four female and five male panelists.

Panelists are seated in two-rows. They are not instructed to keep profile view

towards the camera dissimilar to frequently happens in other datasets. They can be

watching audience, other panelists, their laptop, the moderator or anywhere in the

room during speaking or not-speaking activity. Consequently, they were captured

not just from frontal view but also from side-view changing based on their immediate

posture and head alignment. They are freely moving and are doing various usual

actions (e.g., drinking water, using their laptop, checking their cell phone etc.),

causing in different postures. Their body parts are occasionally partially blocked by

their/others body part or belongings (e.g., laptop). Assume that the camera position

is fixed, the distance between it and each panelist is also diverse. The background

of the front and back row panelists are also dissimilar. Specifically, for the panelists

sitting in the front row, there is sometimes background motion happening when the

person(s) behind them moves which results in dynamic background. There are also

natural variations of lighting and shadow rising on the wall after the panelists in the

rear row.
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4.3.6 Annotation of RealVAD Dataset

We made available the acoustic features (raw filter bank energies and MFCC) that

were automatically computed, visual features (the upper body localization) that

were manually defined and the respective VAD ground-truth for nine panelists. The

VAD ground-truth was labeled by human annotators by performing two-steps re-

view. Former stage was performed using the audiovisual record and the next step

was based on visual data only.

In detail, first, two annotators independently labeled the speaking status (speaking

or not-speaking) in a time-stamp using ELAN [151] annotation tool. This was

accomplished by considering only the panelists, i.e., the moderator was not included,

and resulted in the annotations representing whether there is a speaker or not at

a time but not the speakers identity. In other words, in this phase of the VAD

labeling, we did not use any automate person detection tools or application, such

that full audiovisual recording was utilized. This was appropriate as there are no

concurrent speakers. This first phase permitted us to detect the frames that only

moderator is speaking, which reduced the labeling time in the second phase as the

frames that moderator is speaking were already considered as not-speaking for all

panelists, and also assisted annotators to be aware with the labeling task.

On the other side, the person detection applied by using human annotators for

each frame, i.e., without an automatic detection system. Person detection are the

bounding boxes, each encompassing the upper body of a single participant including

some background. The resolution of them can be varied even for the same person

(for different postures of a panelist, its bounding box can be larger or smaller given

that we want to include all upper body parts), which might introduce an additional

complexity. The corresponding MFCC and raw filter-bank energies that were taken

out automatically are also made freely available.

At the second phase of VAD annotation, the same two annotators once again indi-
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vidually but this time with the help of person detections (bounding boxes belonging

to only one panelist at a time), nominated the VAD labels. During this annotation

step, the annotators were allowed to see their earlier annotations. In more detail, as

an example; during the labeling process of panelist number one (1), 30 consecutive

bounding boxes (with 30 frames per second, which is equals to one second) were

played at each time without overlapping. If these bounding boxes were from the

frames when moderator was speaking according to the first phase of the annota-

tion, then the proposed label was shown as zero to the annotator, else it was shown

as minus one (-1). As soon as the annotator entered the VAD label, if it was one

(speaking), then for the other eight panelists, we saved the VAD label as zero, which

were retrieved as the suggested labels during their annotation. Once two annotators

completed all labeling task, the same bounding boxes having different labels were

rejected away. Therefore, the VAD ground-truth of this dataset has a perfect (100%)

in agreement.

We have observed that the dataset collected after VAD annotation is greatly im-

balanced such that the number of not-speaking bounding boxes are comparatively

huge than the number of speaking bounding boxes. This is because the result of

having eight not-speaking panelists whereas the left over one panelist is speaking,

which occurs nine times, i.e., for each panelists turn. Nevertheless, having too much

not-speaking bounding boxes does not contribute much behavior diversity, and con-

trary wise, leading to redundancy. Therefore, we drop the annotation of some not-

speaking bounding boxes from the annotation by taking care of the ratio between

the entire number of speaking and not-speaking bounding boxes per panelists. This

rejection process is first applied on the very short segments, which appear due to

discarding the bounding boxes having annotator dissimilarity. Our dataset still con-

taines 4.5 times more not-speaking bounding boxes than speaking bounding boxes.

We have preferred to keep that ratio since it presents a new level of complexity

for training a classifier given that having an imbalanced data can be misleading.

Overall, the total number of labelled video frames is 74625, which relates to 671625
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bounding boxes. The consistency between annotators in terms of Cohen’s-Kappa

coefficient is 0.71 (substantial agreement [49]) before removal of any bounding boxes.

After discarding some not-speaking bounding boxes as stated above and the bound-

ing boxes annotated contrary by annotators, the ultimate number of bounding boxes

with VAD ground-truth is 380658, which relates to 74327 video frames (approx. 42

minutes). For each panelist, the frame number, the x and y coordinates of left-top

corner of the bounding box, the width and height of the bounding box, the corre-

sponding VAD label and the acoustic features were made openly available. More

information (e.g., the number of thrown away bounding boxes per panelist, some

bounding boxes showing that panelists are freely moving, i.e., doing various actions

resulting in different postures.

4.3.7 Domain Adaptation Performance Analysis

This section includes the experimental analyses applied using publicly available real-

world datasets: Columbia [3] and RealVAD as well as the cross-dataset experiments.

During the training and testing the proposed method, we used the bounding boxes

provided by the RealVAD dataset. For Columbia dataset, as the supplied bounding

boxes include only the head and torso of the subjects, i.e., not the whole upper body,

we re-extracted the bounding boxes by extending the width and height of bounding

box manually.

Experiments on Columbia Dataset [3]

The details about Columbia dataset presented in section 4.2.5. Furthermore, it

contains the visual data annotations: the bounding boxes (each covers the head

and torso of a single panelist) and the associated VAD label. This annotation

corresponds to 35 minutes of the YouTube video. We used the VAD labels as

provided and extracted the new bounding boxes containing the whole upper body

of each panelist.
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Table 4.3: F1-scores (%) on the Columbia dataset [28]. AVG and STD stand for the average and standard deviation of F1-scores of all
speakers, respectively. W stands for the window size (see text and the corresponding reference for more information). DI, FT, w/AUG,
AE, 2AE, BT, SA, SOA stand for dynamic image, fine-tuning, with augmentation, sparse autoencoder, stacked sparse autoencoder,
balanced training, subspace alignment, and state of the art, respectively. The best result of each column is emphasized in bold-face.(Bol
stands for Bollinger and Lieb for Lieberman)

Method Bell Bol Lieb Long Sick AVG STD Details
Ablation Study
DI+ AlexNet+Softmax 78.29 84.38 59.39 63.59 64.14 69.96 10.76 FT AlexNet
DI+FT1+Softmax 85.95 91.08 90.71 71.84 85.95 85.11 7.82 FT1 ResNet50
DI+FT1+Softmax 86.07 93.30 91.88 73.62 86.34 86.24 7.76 FT1 ResNet50 w/AUG
DI+FT2+Softmax 89.06 95.44 92.11 82.76 88.95 89.66 4.69 FT2 ResNet50 w/AUG
DI+FT1+SVM 86.35 93.78 92.34 76.09 86.25 86.96 6.97 FT1 ResNet50 w/AUG, Fc1 features.
DI+FT2+SVM 90.39 96.67 91.58 87.30 89.77 91.14 3.1 FT2 ResNet50 w/AUG, Fc features.
DI+FT1+AE+SVM 86.54 92.95 92.19 77.57 86.96 87.24 6.15 FT1 ResNet50 w/AUG, Fc1 features, 1-layer AE.
DI+FT1+AE+SVM 87.18 93.58 92.10 78.22 87.39 87.69 6.00 FT1 ResNet50 w/AUG, Fc1 features, BT 1-layer AE.
DI+FT1+2AE+SVM 87.28 94.01 92.20 80.70 87.35 88.31 5.18 FT1 ResNet50 w/AUG, Fc1 features, BT 2-layers AE.
DI+FT2+2AE+SVM 89.77 96.45 92.13 85.64 89.52 90.70 3.55 FT2 ResNet50 w/AUG, Fc features, BT 2-layers AE.
DI+FT1+SA+SVM 86.51 94.12 92.33 77.32 86.87 87.43 6.56 FT1 ResNet50 w/AUG, Fc1 features, PCA-SA.
DI+FT1+SA2+SVM 82.81 94.79 83.64 83.30 85.12 85.93 5.03 FT1 ResNet50 w/AUG, Fc1 features, TCA-SA.
DI+FT2+SA+SVM 90.34 98.30 93.48 86.07 91.53 91.94 4.00 FT2 ResNet50 w/AUG, Fc features, PCA-SA.
Proposed Method
DI+ FT1+2AE+SA+SVM 87.28 96.35 92.15 83.03 87.21 89.20 5.14 FT1 ResNet50 w/AUG, Fc1, BT 2-layers AE, PCA-SA
DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM 91.92 98.90 94.05 89.07 92.84 93.36 3.23 FT2 ResNet50 w/AUG, Fc, BT 2-layers AE, PCA-SA
Stat-of-the-art
[3], [84] 82.90 65.80 73.60 86.90 81.80 78.20 8.45 W=10, [3], [84] using head with torso motion.
[3], [84] 90.30 69.00 82.40 96.00 89.30 85.40 10.36 W=100, [3], [84] using head with torso motion.
[75] 93.70 83.40 86.80 97.70 86.10 89.54 5.94 W=10, [75] using audio and lips motion.
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Following the SOA methods: [75], [3], [84], leave-one-pane list-out cross validation

(in each fold of cross-validation and training set is composed of the data belonging

to four panelists while test includes the data belonging to one remaining panelist)

and F1-score as the evaluation metric were used to make performance comparisons

between the proposed method and them.

Using this dataset, an ablation study for the proposed method was also performed.

The ablation study allowed us to compare the performance of:

1. AlexNet (DI+AlexNet+Softmax) and ResNet50 (DI+FT1+Softmax and DI+FT2

+Softmax),

2. ResNet50 with and without data augmentation,

3. One-layer sparse autoencoder (DI+FT1+AE+SVM) and two-layers stacked

sparse autoencoder (DI+FT1+2AE+SVM),

4. Sparse autoencoder with and without balanced training,

5. The proposed method (DI+FT1+2AE+SA+SVM and DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM)

and the proposed method without sparse autoencoder, i.e. using subspace

alignment only for the unsupervised domain adaptation (DI+FT1+SA+SVM

and DI+FT2+SA+SVM),

6. The proposed method (DI+FT1+2AE+SA+SVM and DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM)

and the proposed method without subspace alignment, i.e. using sparse au-

toencoder only for the unsupervised domain adaptation (DI+FT1+2AE+SVM

and DI+FT2+2AE+SVM),

7. FT1 and FT2 for each setting, i.e., DI+FT1+Softmax, DI+FT2+Softmax,

DI+FT1+SVM, DI+FT2+SVM, DI+FT1+2AE+SVM, DI+FT2+2AE+SVM,

DI+FT1+SA+SVM, DI+FT2+SA+SVM, DI+FT1+2AE+SA+SVM and DI+FT2

+2AE+SA+SVM.
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All the corresponding results are given in Table 4.3. As seen, the proposed method

with FT2 (DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM) performs better than the proposed method

with FT1 (DI+FT1+2AE+SA+SVM). At the same time, DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM

outperforms all the baseline methods on average (93.36%), and for three panelists

out of five, it performs the best of all methods. The performances of [75], [3], [84] are

highly dependent to the choice of window size (W) of temporal continuity algorithm,

which postprocesses the VAD predictions considering the predictions of consecutive

video frames. In detail, it assumes that if a person is speaking it is more likely that

she/he will continue speaking for a while rather than stop speaking. Given that we

create dynamic images for each 10 consecutive frames, it can be more fair to com-

pare the performance of the proposed method when W is equal to 10. Nevertheless,

DI+FT1+2AE+SA+SVM and DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM perform better than [3],

[84] for any W value used in those studies. Furthermore, DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM

performs better than [75], which is a multimodal VAD approach. The perfor-

mance of DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM is a very important achievement given that

it is based on only one modality, i.e., the upper body motion. The result of

DI+FT2+Softmax (89.66%) proves the superiority of the features extracted such

that it is better than the majority of the methods and particularly better than

the features extracted from FT1 (86.24%). In addition to the better average VAD

performance of the proposed method with FT2, the fact that it has low VAD stan-

dard deviation (STD) while still performing the best, is also a significant aspect.

In detail, the performances of many baselines, e.g., [3], [84] have fluctuations such

that they perform well for some persons (e.g., Long: 86.90%) but their perfor-

mances are not generalizable. On the other hand, the performance of the proposed

method is consistent (STD= 3.23), showing the importance of applying unsuper-

vised domain adaptation with better features. The results of ablation study in

Table 4.3 show that, FT1 and FT2 of ResNet50 significantly outperform finetuning

AlexNet. Data augmentation applied in ResNet50 fine-tuning (DI+FT1+Softmax)

improves the VAD performance for all subjects. Balanced training of sparse au-
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toencoder contributes positively to the VAD performances for all subjects inde-

pendent to the number of layers (one-layer: DI+FT1+AE+SVM) or two-layers

stacked sparse autoencoder: DI+FT2+AE+SVM). Moreover, two-layers stacked

autoencoder (DI+FT1+2AE+SVM) enhances the VAD performance, which also re-

sults in lower-dimensional feature space as compared to the single layer autoencoder

(DI+FT1+AE+SVM). Using SVM (DI+FT1+SVM and DI+FT2+SVM) performs

slightly better than using Softmax (DI+FT1+Softmax and DI+FT2+Softmax). Ap-

plying SA (DI+FT1+SA+SVM and DI+FT2+SA+SVM) additionally, brings small

improvements compared to the performance of SVM alone (DI+FT1+SVM and

DI+FT2+SVM). DI+FT1+2AE+SVM, on the other hand, performs better than

DI+FT1+SVM while for DI+FT2+2AE+SVM, this is not observed. Applying 2AE

together with SA (i.e., DI+FT1+2AE+SA+SVM and DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM)

performs better than all, showing the importance of using these two components

together.

Experiments on RealVAD Dataset

We benchmarked the RealVAD dataset by performing the following experimen-

tal analyses. i) The proposed method with FT1 (DI+FT1+2AE+SA+SVM). ii)

The proposed method with FT2 (DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM). iii) Applying only

the multiple dynamic image construction and FT1, i.e., not applying unsuper-

vised domain adaptation and SVM, but instead using Softmax as the classifier

(DI+FT1+Softmax). iv) Applying only the multiple dynamic image construction

and FT2, i.e., not applying unsupervised domain adaptation and SVM, but instead

using Softmax as the classifier (DI+FT2+Softmax).

All of these analyses were performed with leave-one-panelist-out setting such that at

each fold of cross-validation, training set is composed of the data belonging to eight

panelists while test includes the data belonging to the one remaining panelist. As

mentioned before, to learn the optimal values of parameters, we used a randomly cho-
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sen validation set composed of equal amount of speaking and not-speaking bounding

boxes, in total equal to 10% of the training set while not intersecting with the data

used for training.

The corresponding results are given in Table 4.4 in terms of true positive (TP),

true negative (TN), false positive (FP), false negative (FN) rates and F1-score for

each panelist. The results show that, out of all methods, the best average TP

score belongs to DI+FT1+2AE+SA+SVM (88.41%), the best average TN score

belongs to DI+FT1+Softmax (70.05%) and the best average F1-score belongs to

DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM (53.05%). The F1-scores DI+FT1+2AE+SA+SVM and

DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM are almost the same. On the other hand, the average TP

score of DI+FT2+Softmax (84.11%) is significantly better (p-value < 0.01) than the

average TP score DI+FT1+Softmax (74.81%) while F1-score of these two methods

are similar (49.45% and 49.17%, respectively). The average TP, TN and F1-scores

of DI+FT2+Softmax are approximately 4% less than DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM

(TP=87.44%, TN=68.17%, F1-score=53.04%). In other words, the unsupervised do-

main adaptation with SVM increases the average TP, TN and F1-scores for approx.

4%. The worst F1-scores of DI+FT1+2AE+SA+SVM and DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM

(proposed method) are obtained for the panelist three (P3). The worst TP scores

of them are obtained for the panelists two (P2) and three (P3). The TN scores of

the proposed method for P2 and P3 are as well as other TN scores.
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Table 4.4: The VAD performances in terms of the percentages of (%) true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and
false negatives (FN) obtained for each panelist when the experimental analyses given were applied using RealVAD dataset. Positive class
refers to speaking while negative class represents non-speaking. AVG and STD stand for the average and the standard deviation of each
metric for all panelists, respectively. The best results of all for each metric are emphasized in bold-face.

Section 4.3
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 AVG STD

TP (%) 91.27 75.49 70.78 94.96 89.17 98.20 94.35 89.20 92.27 88.41 9.19
TN (%) 68.50 70.95 68.87 75.74 61.43 61.71 56.98 68.59 70.20 67.00 5.81
FP (%) 31.50 29.05 31.13 24.26 38.57 38.29 43.02 31.41 29.80 33.00 5.81
FN (%) 8.73 24.51 29.22 5.04 10.83 1.80 5.65 10.80 7.73 11.59 9.19

Proposed Method
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 AVG STD

TP (%) 96.79 72.30 71.72 97.99 85.08 90.69 94.22 87.08 91.05 87.44 9.68
TN (%) 61.95 72.72 67.07 72.47 63.73 70.41 58.23 74.39 72.56 68.17 5.71
FP (%) 38.05 27.28 32.93 27.53 36.27 29.59 41.77 25.61 27.44 31.83 5.71
FN (%) 3.21 27.70 28.28 2.01 14.92 9.31 5.78 12.92 8.95 12.56 9.69
F1-score 51.63 53.49 42.92 51.70 44.40 50.48 58.73 67.94 55.75 53.04 7.5

Softmax with the ResNet50 fine-tuning presented in [152]
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 AVG STD

TP (%) 72.79 65.69 43.59 93.98 75.09 77.27 80.65 76.95 87.25 74.81 14.27
TN (%) 69.55 71.77 73.00 75.41 67.78 56.79 69.08 71.02 75.67 70.05 5.68
FP (%) 30.45 28.23 26.6 24.59 32.22 43.21 30.92 28.98 24.33 29.95 5.68
FN (%) 27.21 34.31 56.41 6.02 24.91 22.73 19.35 23.05 12.75 25.19 14.27
F1-score 46.15 49.18 31.72 52.84 42.77 44.03 58.79 60.27 56.75 49.17 9.14

Softmax with the proposed ResNet50 fine-tuning
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 AVG STD

TP (%) 77.02 70.83 55.78 95.7 85.56 99.25 91.08 89.87 91.86 84.11 13.86
TN (%) 71.66 72.86 68.63 74.41 61.12 54.33 57.07 53.68 72.07 65.09 8.50
FP (%) 28.34 27.14 31.37 25.59 38.88 45.67 42.93 46.32 27.93 34.91 8.50
FN (%) 22.98 29.17 44.22 4.30 14.44 0.75 8.92 10.13 8.14 15.89 13.86
F1-score 49.73 52.79 35.81 52.58 43.00 43.20 56.71 57.03 55.02 49.54 7.32
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Table 4.5: The results of cross-dataset analysis: Columbia dataset [3] was used for training and RealVAD dataset was the test set when the
proposed method was applied. The evaluation metrics are the percentages of (%) true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives
(FP), false negatives (FN) and F1-scores obtained for each panelist. Positive class refers to speaking while negative class represents
non-speaking. AVG and STD stand for the average and the standard deviation of each metric for all panelists, respectively.

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 AVG STD
TP (%) 73.43 49.27 33.60 54.87 53.67 74.63 76.88 63.92 81.28 62.39 15.71
TN (%) 49.65 77.94 74.42 75.47 73.44 65.74 62.33 65.91 71.82 68.52 8.77
FP (%) 50.35 22.06 25.58 24.53 26.56 34.26 37.67 34.09 28.18 31.48 8.77
FN (%) 26.57 50.73 66.40 45.13 46.33 25.37 23.12 36.08 18.72 37.61 15.71
F1-score 35.88 43.11 25.86 34.71 35.92 40.36 52.83 49.92 50.72 41.04 8.94
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Cross-Dataset Analyses

The cross-dataset analyses performed can be described as follows: i) The whole

Columbia dataset [3] was used as the training set and a single panelist of the Real-

VAD dataset was used as the test set when DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM was applied.

Additionally, to better understand the effectiveness of the domain adaptation com-

ponent (2AE+SA+SVM), we trained DI+FT2+Softmax using the whole Columbia

dataset and tested it on the RealVAD dataset. The corresponding results are given

in Table 4.5.

ii) Similarly, the whole RealVAD dataset was used as the training set and a single

panelist of the Columbia dataset was used as the test set when DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM

was applied. We also trained DI+FT2+Softmax using the whole RealVAD dataset

and tested it on the Columbia dataset. The corresponding results can be found in

Table 4.6.

Given the overall better performance of FT2 compared to FT1, all the experimen-

tal analyses given in this section were realized using FT2. Additionally, we report

the results of random guess. Random guess was computed by randomly gener-

ating VAD labels and then calculating the scores (true positive (TP), true nega-

tive (TN), false positive (FP), false negative (FN) rates and F1-score) based on

them, for 1000 individual times. The reported scores are the average of these 1000

scores. The average F1-score of the proposed method when cross dataset anal-

ysis is applied (DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM=51.52%, Table 4.5) is worse than the

average F1-score of the proposed method trained and tested on the same dataset

(DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM=53.04%, Table 4.4). Particularly, the average TN rate

of cross-dataset experiment is lower (64.75% vs. 68.17%). Similarly, the average F1-

score of DI+FT2+Softmax when cross-dataset analysis is applied (41.04%, Table

4.5) is worse than the average F1-score of DI+FT2+Softmax trained and tested on

the same dataset (49.54%, Table 4.4). The average TP rate of DI+FT2+Softmax

significantly decreases when cross-dataset experiment is applied (from 84.11% to
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Table 4.6: The results of cross-dataset analysis: RealVAD dataset was used for
training and Columbia dataset [3] was the test set when the proposed method was
applied. AVG and STD stand for the average and standard deviation of F1-scores
of all speakers, respectively.

Bell Bollinger Lieberman Long Sick AVG STD
77.30 86.62 64.84 53.08 82.63 72.89 13.78

62.39%). The performance decline observed in Table 4.5 as compared to the re-

sults in Table 4.4 are expected as it includes two different datasets not having

much in common except being based on panel discussions. On the other hand, the

scores of DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM as compared to the scores of DI+FT2+Softmax

in Table 4.5 clearly show that 2AE+SA+SVM positively contributes to the VAD

performance a lot (e.g., 10.48% improvement on average F1-score) by handling

the domain-shift problem among different datasets. DI+FT2+2AE+SA+SVM and

DI+FT2+Softmax both perform much better than the random guess for all metrics.

The average F1-scores (51.52% and 41.04%) obtained for RealVAD dataset are

much worse than the average F1-scores (81.06% and 72.89%) obtained for Columbia

dataset [3], which can be interpreted as our dataset is more challenging.

4.3.8 Discussion

The best results of the SOA [3, 84, 75] and the proposed method are given in Table

4.3. The results of the ablation study is also reported in the same table. The

ablation study allows us to make a performance comparison particularly between:

i) AlexNet and ResNet50, ii) ResNet50 with and without data augmentation, iii)

one-layer sparse autoencoder and two-layers stacked sparse autoencoder, iv) sparse

autoencoder with and without balanced training, v) the proposed method and the

proposed method without sparse autoencoder i.e. using subspace alignment only for

unsupervised domain adaptation, vi) the proposed method and the proposed method

without subspace alignment i.e. using sparse autoencoder only for unsupervised

domain adaptation.
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The performance of the proposed method is the most consistent (STD= 5.14%).

This is not only due to applying unsupervised domain adaptation, but also due to

the superiority of the proposed features (fc1 features of ResNet50) as compared to

the SOA features. This can be seen from STD values: 7.82% (Softmax), 7.76%

(Softmax), 6.97% (SVM), i.e.; all of them are much lower than STDs of [3] while

all of them also perform better than [3], on average. Once the autoencoder and

subspace alignment techniques are integrated individually, the average performance

gradually improves (88.31% and 87.43%, respectively), while STD values decrease

(5.18% and 6.56%, respectively).

These results also prove that, the way ResNet50 is fine-tuned clearly outperforms

fine-tuning AlexNet. Data augmentation (see Section 4.3.2) applied during the fine-

tuning of ResNet50, improves the VAD performance for all participants. Balanced

training of sparse autoencoder (see Section 4.3.3) contributes positively to the VAD

performances for all participants independent to the number of layers (one-layer or

two-layers stacked sparse autoencoder). Moreover, two-layers stacked autoencoder

enhances the VAD performance, which also results in lower-dimensional feature

space as compared to single layer autoencoder. The proposed method performs well

when PCA−SA is used, which is a very simple method requiring few parameters to

be learned. PCA− SA is also useful to show the goodness of the proposed method

and the proposed features without the necessity to resort to more complex algorithms

for UBM-based VAD. When domain adaptation is applied (2AE + SA + SVM),

specifically for ”LONG” significantly better result (p-value < 0.01) as compared to

SVM was obtained, Whereas the performance is already consistent with svm or

just softmax for all other participant.

4.4 Conclusions

First, full body motion cues are used for video-based voice activity detection (VAD)

challenge by privilege of a data-driven approach with a person-invariant setting. A
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thorough analysis is performed to compare the visual activity primitives for body

motion representations, which are further fed into CNNs to train an effective VAD

model. Some visual activity representations resulted in better VAD detection on

average, while having a consistent performance for all speakers. Our detection results

are also better on average and more reliable compared to state-of-the-art methods.

Secondly, computer vision and deep learning-based upper body motion represen-

tations demonstrated that it is effective for voice activity detection (VAD) tasks,

which can be especially important in case other modalities such as audio are neither

feasible to acquire nor reliable. We have utilized dynamic image representations

with an end-to-end deep learning-based methodology to extract novel features from

the whole upper body. This is different from many previous works that focused on

motion in individual body parts like lips, face or head, and also unlike the works

being based on feature engineering. Additionally, we have tackled the challenge of

domain specificity, which leads to performance degradation across participants de-

pending upon the characteristics of each person (i.e. some person moves more than

others) by proposing an effective domain adaptation technique.

Thirdly, the comparisons between the proposed method and the SOA video-only

VAD methods showed better performance of the proposed method while it per-

formed as well as SOA multimodal VAD approach when an unconstrained real-life

panel discussion VAD dataset is used. Moreover, unsupervised domain adaptation

provided more consistent VAD performance such that the detector works equally

well for all participants and for some participants significantly improved results were

obtained as compared to not applying domain-adaptation. The domain-adaptation

part of our method will be better investigated, once a dataset containing partic-

ipants having different ethnic origins, is collected. The proposed method can be

applied to any dataset since it is not based on specific body part detection e.g. lips,

face. In case background motion exists, person detection can be performed before

constructing dynamic images for better performance.
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A limitation of the proposed method is requiring the number of raw video frames to

construct a dynamic image. All other values of parameters are found automatically

during training based on the best VAD performance of the validation data. As

future work, an automatic way to construct dynamic images in necessary numbers

will be explored. Additionally, the proposed method will be adapted to perform

VAD in crowd, and multiparty egocentric video streams.
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Chapter 5

Visual Voice Activity Detection by

Motion Segmentation

This chapter solves the Voice Activity Detection (VAD) problem in a novel way that

is different from Chapter 4. As earlier mentioned in Chapter 4 , most of existing

visual VAD methods rely on the body part detection or at least human detection,

whereas directional audio information is not available in web-based multimedia data

and even VAD localization methods can be sub-optimal in the presence of ambient

noise or change of noise type. Here, we propose a novel visual VAD method directly

operating on the entire video frames instead of applying some pre-processing steps

such as body parts detection. It learns body motion cues related to speaking or

not-speaking activity in a weakly-supervised semantic segmentation scheme and it

is named S-VVAD. S-VVAD is trained in an end-to-end fashion and it does not

require any prior knowledge or retraining of models for the new subject. The S-

VVAD performance is superior even in several challenging conditions in multiple

datasets. Additionally, the generalization capability of our method is even more

prominent which is attributed to the remarkable performance in cross-dataset and

person-independent scenarios.

VAD is a preparatory process for a number of technologies, such as human-robot in-
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teraction systems [153], multiparty dialog problem in human-human [67] and human-

robot interaction systems [153], social behavior analysis [35], automatic speech recog-

nition [154], speech enhancement [155], and emotion recognition [156]. As VAD is

applied in an earlier stage of such high-end applications, its efficiency and robustness

are very important for further implication. Even though it is very important task in

multimedia technologies, VAD still remains a compelling task because of the variety

of speakers, the possible presence of multiple persons and some of them speaking at

the same time, as well as the inconvenient poses of participants randomly located

with respect to the microphone/camera [72], which may degrade the input data

quality.

The performance of traditional audio-based VAD systems are deteriorated by the

presence of ambient noise, and they are sensitive to noise diversity that is usual

in real-world conditions [157]. Furthermore, speaker diarization might be badly

affected by complications that can occur due to overlapping speech [62]. Lately,

multimodal VAD (MVAD) methods have become more attractive due to their ro-

bust performances [75, 4, 74]. When there are simultaneous speakers, MVAD often

depends upon the joint application of sound source localization (SSL) and VAD in

the audio domain whereas visual information is used for person tracking [89, 81].

In the case of missing audio modality for example due to technical, ethical, or legal

issues, MVAD is not applicable. In these conditions, the use of information from

visual modality only, so-called “visual VAD” is essential.

Visual VAD (VVAD) related research is limited in comparison to audio-based meth-

ods. Almost all VVAD systems need a body parts detection, thus, they neither work

on a single person as a whole nor the entire video frame. Most of methods rely on

face detection [65, 62] or particularly lips detection [61, 130, 158, 64, 75]. Recently,

it is observed that during a speech there are significant visual cues other than the

face and the movement of the lips, hand movements [67, 36], gaze [67], e.g., head

activity [36], and upper body motion [3, 159, 152]. Generally, VVAD approaches

have been assessed on datasets either having one person at a given time in a video
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frame from frontal view [67, 65] or feed the person/face, which are manually cropped

most of the time [3]. However, VAD methods should handle a change in speakers’

pose or turn, camera position, and environment conditions [62], thus, need to be

evaluated accordingly.

In this chapter, we present a novel VVAD system (Section 5.1), which is titled as

S-VVAD. Given that the importance of modeling body motion cues during speech

has been acknowledged in many studies [67, 69, 62, 3, 152, 152, 157], we choose

to examine this information more comprehensively. S-VVAD adopts the “holistic”

body motion of a person (i.e., does not depend on a specific body part) described

in terms of dynamic images [132]. The body motion cues related to the speaking

activity (speaking/not-speaking) is studied in conjunction with a weakly-supervised

semantic segmentation framework. As a result, the S-VVAD is not only able to per-

ceive speaking or not-speaking activity, but also temporarily and spatially localizes

that person simultaneously.

S-VVAD does not require any prior information (e.g., training on some sample faces

[65], having underlying assumption such as lower half of the video corresponding

to the mouth [160]), constraints on the number of persons present [161] or the

structure of the conversation (e.g., small group meetings [67]). It does not need to

have the face on screen [4, 157] nor does it require synchronized audio-video streams

[75] or need to have subtitle [162, 157]. Although, it is demonstrated that person-

dependent models perform considerably better than person-independent models [62].

Furthermore, it is an end-to-end method, in which visual nonverbal features are

learned directly from the data. It does not require any intermediate pre-processing

steps (e.g person detection or face detection) and operates on the entire video frame

(unlike all methods except [157]). All of these characteristics are very important and

have never been considered all together by any of state-of-the-art VAD approach.

When S-VVAD is tested on real-world datasets having single/multiple persons present

in a video frame, it shows not only better performance compared to state-of-the-art
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(SOA) VVAD systems and also superior to some of SOA MVAD methods (Sec-

tions 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). Moreover, S-VVAD shows very encouraging performance as

compared to the audio/multimodal VAD+SSL methods when assessed on recordings

having very short (4-8 seconds) individual/simultaneous speech/silence segments,

participants replacing their position (not only vertically but also horizontally), and

participants advised not to gesticulate during this time. Cross-dataset experiments

also proves that our method is a good candidate to be applied to different real-world

situations while being trained in a different setting.

The contributions of this chapter can be listed as follows.

• S-VVAD is the first approach that is aimed at solving the VVAD problem

in terms of body motion cues learning and weakly-supervised semantic seg-

mentation. As a result, it can determine the speech activity of a person and

simultaneously localizes her/him.

• S-VVAD demonstrates effective results not only compared to VVAD approaches

but also to MVAD methods when tested on various conditions: single or multi-

ple subjects in the same video frame, simultaneous speakers or silence, walking

or sitting and stable subjects.

• We introduce a new real-world VAD dataset. We also supply new data splits

for an existing dataset, resulting in video frames having multiple subjects while

a subject in a split does not occur in another split. Both are made publicly

available.

• S-VVAD is practical: it does not require any prior knowledge, does not have

any constraints on the number of persons, is person-independent (does not

require re-training for new persons). Moreover, it is end-to-end, operating on

the whole video frames in the test time, not relying on body part detection

(lips, hands, etc.), and learning the features directly from the data.
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Figure 5.1: S-VVAD includes two components: C1) ResNet50 fine-tuning with body
motion cues: a ResNet50 is fine-tuned with sub-dynamic images (sub-DIs) having
labels either speaking (green bounding box) or not-speaking (red bounding box).
Each sub-DI includes spatio-temporal information of one subject. C2) CAMs-based
mask generation and FCN training: CAMs; one for speaking, other for not-speaking
are obtained when a dynamic image (DI; M×N) is the input to the ResNet50 trained
in C1. A mask (M×N), shown as y, is formed using these CAMs and the ground-
truth (Y ). An FCN composed of ResNet50 pre-trained in C1, is trained with DIs
(M×N). For each DI, FCN makes a pixel-wise prediction (M×N×3) with channels:
background, speaking or not-speaking. The pixel-wise cross entropy loss (L) of FCN
is calculated between y and pixel-wise prediction

The rest of this chapter is stated as follows. The S-VVAD method is discussed in

detail in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 describes the experimental analysis and related

datasets that are being bench-marked in this chapter. That Section 5.2 also in-

cludes cross-dataset experiments and qualitative assessment. Finally, we conclude

the paper with a summary and by listing the future work in Section 5.3

5.1 Proposed Method: S-VVAD

S-VVAD includes two main succeeding components: C1) ResNet50 fine-tuning with

body motion cues, C2) Class Activation Maps (CAMs)-based mask generation and

Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) training. First, body motion cues associated
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with speech activity are learned by fine-tuning a ResNet50. Then, that model is used

to obtained CAMs, which are further used for the training of an FCN, performing

semantic (speaking, not-speaking, background) segmentation, i.e., localization. This

is illustrated in Figure 5.1 and described in detail as follows.

5.1.1 ResNet50 Fine-tuning with Body Motion Cues

As highlighted in chapter 4, that body motion represented in terms of dynamic

images (DIs) [132] can be very effective for VVAD. In this chapter, the same im-

age representation is considerd for further localization prospective. A signal DI is

cropped into sub-dynamic images (sub-DIs), each contains a single subject. In our

implementation, we do not apply image cropping in the way that it tightly surrounds

a subject but instead we include the background as well (i.e., the length of vertical

axes of the sub-DI and the corresponding DI are the same).

Later, we fine-tune ResNet50 (pre-trained on ImageNet) with multiple sub-DIs as-

sociated with speaking/not-speaking VAD labels, as follows. The input sub-DIs

are either i) resized to 256×256, which is called single-scale setting or ii) each of

them first resized to K×K when K is a randomly generated number between 256

to 320, and then a random 256×256 chunk of obtained image is used as the input.

The latter strategy is called as multi-scale setting, which has not been applied in

[159, 152]; however, it improves the VAD performance of S-VVAD. Unlike [159, 152],

we train the convolutional layers shown as block 3, 4, 5 in Fig. 5.1 and the Softmax

layer. The weights of blocks are randomly initialized before training. Training is

performed with a decay learning rate e.g., starting from 5×10−6, using cross entropy

loss function, and Adam optimizer while in each batch 128 randomly selected sub-

DIs (64 speaking and 64 not-speaking) are used. Data augmentation is also applied

such that some randomly selected sub-DIs are horizontally flipped and/or a 64×64

randomly selected patch is replaced with the mean value of the images. 10% of

the training data is randomly selected as the validation data and when the loss on
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validation data increases, training is stopped.

5.1.2 Class Activation Maps-based Mask Generation

Class activation maps (CAMs) have been actively exploited in many computer vision

tasks to explain what a DNN architecture learns [163, 164, 165]. These maps provide

a viable option for trained models to pinpoint the region of interest of an image.

We adapted Grad-CAM [135], which needs the target class gradient information

reaching to the final convolution layer and the convolution feature maps of trained

model.

Given that 10 consecutive RGB frames are used to constitute one DI; X containing

t number of participants with labels Cl = [C1, ...., Ct] when Ciε[0, 1] (0:not-speaking,

1:speaking), first, we apply the trained ResNet50 (Section 5.1.1) to obtain the last

layer convolution feature maps ΥJ = ψ(X, θ)εRJxUxV ; ψ is a function parameterized

with θ, U , V represents the size and J is the number of feature maps. In case of

ResNet50, Υ is 32 times downsampled with respect to the size of DI. Afterwards,

the weights are computed using the gradient of speaking class score yS (before the

softmax) and not speaking class score yNS (before the softmax) corresponding to

the convolution feature maps given in Eq. 5.1. For each class, a CAM (λC(u,v)),

is computed using the convolution feature maps and the computed weights as in

Eq. 5.2, when Z is equal to U × V .
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j Υj
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Then, CAMs (λC(u,v)) are upsampled to the size of DI using bi-cubic interpolation.

Given the image obtained from λS(u,v), we keep the pixels, which intersect with the

pixels belonging to the speaking persons in the ground-truth, as they are, and set
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Figure 5.2: Images obtained during the training of S-VVAD: dynamic images, class
activation maps, and masks. The black, white and grey pixels of the generated
masks correspond to the background, speaking and not-speaking, respectively

all others to zero. The same procedure is applied to the image obtained from λNS
(u,v)

as well. This is so-called using weak annotation [166]. The two images obtained

are then thresholded separately using OTSU method [167], resulting in two binary

images. To obtain a mask, these binary images are merged such that speaking pixels

are multiplied by 255 and not-speaking pixels are multiplied by 127. A mask can

have pixels having up to three semantics: speaking, not-speaking and background.

Unlike some studies [164, 165], we do not re-train the used DNN recursively to im-

prove CAMs. Instead, it is effective to use the ground-truth and apply independent

thresholdings to create the masks. Examples of the images (dynamic images, class

activation maps (CAMs) [135] and masks) obtained during the training of S-VVAD,

are given in Fig. 5.2 for two different video segments.
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5.1.3 Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) Training

The trained ResNet50 (Section 5.1.1) is integrated into FCN-8 network architecture

[168]. The final fully connected layer of ResNet50 is removed. Starting from Block 5,

an upsampling is applied to reach the size of Block 4. The result is summed up with

Block 4 and then upsampled to reach the size of Block 3. That result is then summed

up with Block 3. In that way, a multi-channel feature map having the same size of

the input image is obtained. The final layer of FCN-8 is a 1×1 convolutional layer,

producing three channels having the semantic meanings: speaking, not-speaking

and background (called pixel-wise prediction in Fig. 5.1).

This described network is trained in an end-to-end manner when a DI is the input,

the corresponding generated mask (Section 5.1.2) is the ground-truth and the pixel-

wise cross entropy loss is calculated between the mask and pixel-wise prediction. As

masks are generated from weak annotations, the performed segmentation is weakly

supervised. Also, this is the first time that DIs are being used within a segmentation

problem. The Adam optimizer with learning rate of 10−5 is applied until the loss

in validation data (see Section 5.1.1 for description) increases. For the training of

FCN, two settings are applied. In the first setting, ResNet50 is freezed such that

its weights are not updated through FCN training. Whereas in the second setting,

Block 3, 4 and 5 of ResNet50 are updated. The latter setting results in improved

VAD performances.

5.1.4 S-VVAD in Test Time

At test time, first, a single DI is constructed from 10 consecutive RGB frames. Using

the trained FCN, that DI is segmented such that pixel-wise predictions have three

channels: background, speaking, and not-speaking, are obtained. These predictions

are merged into a single image (called final prediction) as described in Section 5.1.2.

The size of final prediction image is the same with the input DI (as well as the

RGB frames), and it contains pixels having one of the three semantics: background,
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Figure 5.3: At test time, a single dynamic image (M×N), constructed from 10
consecutive RGB frames, is first segmented using the trained FCN. Segmentation
results in an image called as final prediction (M×N) containing pixels predicted as:
background (shown in black), speaking (shown in white) and not-speaking (shown in
grey). The location of speaking and not-speaking pixels are clustered individually.
Pixels belonging to the same cluster are merged into a bounding box form. Then,
the location of these bounding boxes are projected onto 10 RGB frames. Green and
red dashed bounding boxes indicate the speaking and not-speaking persons detected,
respectively

speaking or not-speaking. The location of speaking pixels and not-speaking pixels

are clustered individually using Affinity Propogation (AP) [169] algorithm. We

preferred using AP as it does not require the number of clusters. For each cluster

(recall that each cluster is either speaking or not-speaking), we find a bounding box

(bbox), which tightly surrounds it. In an optimal scenario, a bbox should correspond

to a person in the scene and VAD label of the cluster indicates whether she/he is

speaking or not. The location of bboxs are projected onto the 10 RGB frames with

the VAD labels. All these steps are illustrated in Figure 5.3.

To evaluate S-VVAD, we calculate the intersection-over-union (IoU) score between

projected bboxes and ground-truth bboxes (showing the location of persons). Only

the bboxes having IoU > 0.5 are used to compute the VAD performance of S-VVAD.

Our models and code are publicly available at1.
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Figure 5.4: Sample frames from the datasets being used. First, Columbia dataset
[3] (top) is from a real-world panel discussion. There are two/three sitting panelists
in a video frame. Their upper body is visible. Second, MVAD dataset [10] (middle)
is based on role-plays. Subjects always face the camera unless they intentionally
hide their faces. They change their location or stay still. Their upper body is
visible. Third, RealVAD dataset [5] is panellist based real-world dataset having
huge diversity as compared to Columbia dataset. The distances between panelists
and camera are diverse
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5.2 Experimental Analyses
S-VVAD was tested using several datasets (Fig. 5.4) described in this section. The

experimental analyses include: i) comparisons with SOA VVAD/MVAD approaches

(Section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2) as well as SOA sound source localization (SSL) methods

(Section 5.2.3), ii) an ablation study (Section 5.2.2) and iii) cross-dataset experiment

(Section 5.2.5 and section 5.2.4).

5.2.1 Analyses on Columbia Dataset

Columbia dataset [3] was generated from a YouTube video of a panel discussion. The

field of the view of the camera is changing to focus on smaller groups of panelist

at a time. See Section 4.2.5 for more detail about this dataset [3] and method for

dynamic image construction. A sample field of view of Columbia dataset is shown

in Figure 5.4 first column.

Table 5.1: F1-scores (%) on the Columbia dataset. FT, and NA stand for fine-
tuning (see the corresponding reference for details) and not-available, respectively.
All results were obtained by processing with 10-frames window as in [4]. The best
result of each column is emphasized in bold-face.

Method Bell Bollinger Lieberman Long Sick Avg. Std.
[3] 82.90 65.80 73.60 86.90 81.80 78.20 8.00
Sec. 4.2 (Softmax) 86.07 93.30 91.88 73.62 86.34 86.24 8.00
Sec. 4.2 (SVM) 86.34 93.78 92.34 76.09 86.25 86.96 7.00
[75] 93.70 83.40 86.80 97.70 86.10 89.54 6.00
Sec. 4.3 (FT1) 87.28 96.35 92.15 83.03 87.21 89.20 5.00
Sec. 4.3 (FT2) 91.92 98.90 94.05 89.07 92.84 93.36 4.00
[4] NA NA NA NA NA 92.80 NA
[170] 92.60 82.40 88.70 94.40 95.90 90.80 5.41
S-VVAD 92.36 97.23 92.27 95.50 92.48 93.97 2.00

Table 5.1 compares the performance of different methods using Columbia dataset

[3]. The method described in Chapter 4 and Chakravarty et al. [3] perform body

motion-based VVAD. Chakravarty et al. [3] have used the bounding box ground-

truth in training and test, instead of applying person detection. Dynamic image

1https://github.com/IIT-PAVIS/S-VVAD
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(DI) representations are used in [159, 152] as well, while [152] applies an additional

unsupervised domain adaptation step. Chung and Zisserman [75] are MVAD method

modeling audio and lips motion jointly.

Our method (S-VVAD) outperforms all the SOA approaches, on average. It also per-

forms the best for three panelists out of five. For two panelists, the best performing

method is MVAD [75]. The performance of [3, 75] is highly dependent to the choice

of the window size (W ) of temporal continuity algorithm, which post-processes the

VAD predictions considering the predictions of consecutive video frames. In detail,

it assumes that if a person is speaking it is more likely that she/he will continue

speaking for a while rather than stop speaking. Given that our method and [159, 152]

construct one DI from 10 consecutive frames, it is more fair to compare the perfor-

mances while W=10. Nevertheless, the performance of S-VVAD is a very important

achievement given that i) it analyzes only one modality: the body motion, thus,

does not require synchronization of video and audio (opposite to [75]), ii) it oper-

ates on whole body of a person without requiring body part detection (opposite to

[75]), iii) at test time, it does not apply an additional person detection algorithm,

instead works on entire video frames (opposite to all SOA), iv) during training, it

does not rely on bounding boxes tightly surround a person (opposite to [3]) and v)

it is an end-to-end detector (opposite to [152]).

5.2.2 Analyses on Modified Columbia Dataset

In order to evaluate S-VVAD in real-world scenarios having multiple persons in a

video frame, we have modified the Columbia dataset as follows. First, we extracted

the video frames having VAD ground-truth. This resulted in images containing

either two or three panelists, each has an individual VAD label. Then, we assigned

these images into cross validation folds such that the panelists in a training fold and

the corresponding test fold do not overlap. Such a setting decreased the number

of frames in the training folds as compared to the setting in Section 5.2.1. The
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Table 5.2: F1-scores (%) on Modified Columbia dataset. G1-G6 refer to groups (see
text). See C1 and C2 in Fig. 5.1. S-VVAD can be written as C1(multi-scale setting)
+ C2. The best result of each column is emphasized in bold-face

Method G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 Average
Random Guess 42.03 50.00 40.00 39.99 50.02 40.02 43.68
[152] (single-scale) 72.09 72.49 70.00 87.49 83.88 96.46 80.40
[152] (multi-scale) 76.46 72.08 69.30 85.82 83.93 94.99 80.43
[157] 50.59 48.65 36.84 45.80 47.79 50.29 46.66
Ablation study
C1 (single-scale) 60.20 68.77 66.81 86.88 78.69 92.72 75.68
C1 (multi-scale) 70.58 70.78 69.15 82.35 82.14 91.76 77.79
C1 (multi-scale) +
C2 (ResNet50 fixed)

80.51 74.52 81.11 86.88 89.16 94.61 84.47

S-VVAD 86.12 75.10 83.96 87.67 94.25 96.73 87.30

total number of frames and panelists differ at each cross validation folds, i.e., some

training folds have more data than others. We obtained six folds, named as groups,

and the cross validation applied is referred as leave-one-group-out. This data split

is available here2. The evaluations were still performed in person-level as the task is

detecting whether each person in a video frame is speaking or not, while each test

image has either two or three VAD labels depending on the number of panelists it

contains.

Using this dataset, the performance of S-VVAD is compared with [152, 157]. The

method stated in Chapter 4 is the best performing VVAD method out of all SOA

in Table 5.2.1, and we both utilize dynamic images. On the other hand, [157] is

the only method, except us, operating on the entire video frames without applying

additional person detection. We also reported the results of random guess, which

was computed by randomly generating VAD labels and then calculating the F1-score

based on them, for 1000 individual times. The reported score is the average of these

1000 scores. Modified Columbia is more challenging than Columbia dataset as it

includes fewer training data at each fold. Additionally, having multiple persons in a

frame introduces extra challenges for S-VVAD and [157]. Instead, for [152], bounding

boxes ground-truth (implying perfect person detection) were used in training and

2https://zenodo.org/record/3928151
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testing time. We also carried out an ablation study to evaluate the benefit of the

components of S-VVAD. All the corresponding results are given in Table 5.2.

The ablation study shows that using a multi-scale setting in training as compared to

a single-scale setting (Section 5.1.1) generally improves the performance of the first

component of S-VVAD (C1), resulting in better VAD score on average. Similarly,

when we applied a multi-scale setting to [152], its average performance was improved.

FCN was trained with two settings: by freezing ResNet50 or by updating Blocks

of ResNet50 (Section 5.1.3). The results show that the further (S-VVAD) performs

better than the former (C1(multi-scale setting)+C2(freezed ResNet50)). Overall, it

can be seen that each component has a positive contribution. Furthermore, S-VVAD

significantly (p-value < 0.05) outperforms all other methods on average as well as

performs the best for each group (G1-G6).

5.2.3 Analyses on MVAD Dataset

MVAD dataset [10] was captured in a lab environment. Visual data were recorded

with various webcams or a Microsoft Kinect sensor while audio signals were recorded

with a linear array of omnidirectional microphones. Its sequences are 40-60 seconds,

containing up to three subjects in a video frame while speech/silence segments are

4-8 seconds long. The subjects always face the camera and in some sequences they

replace their position. A sample field of view of MVAD dataset is shown in Fig. 5.4

second column. See Section 2.3.4, for more detail about this dataset [10]

MVAD dataset [10] was used to test methods applying VAD within sound source

localization (SSL). VAD+SSL was performed using audio data while visual data (in

case utilized) was used only for tracking the subjects (implying that VAD+localization

was not performed in visual domain). This is different from multimodal methods

compared with S-VVAD in Section 5.2.1 as they do not apply localization in audio

domain. As we perform VAD simultaneously with subject localization, we tested
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Table 5.3: Diarization Error Rate scores on MVAD dataset. The best result of each
column is emphasized in bold-face.

Sequence [171] [10] [172] [87] [81]w/
[173]

[81]w/
[174]

S-
VVAD

Two1 23.50 6.81 94.90 16.79 2.87 26.00 16.67
Two2 30.22 7.32 90.60 23.49 3.13 13.70 24.14
Two3 25.95 7.92 94.50 25.75 8.30 20.88 17.24
Two4 25.24 6.91 84.10 20.23 0.16 11.20 26.91
Two5 25.96 8.30 90.80 25.02 4.50 29.67 16.94
Two6 29.13 6.89 96.70 16.89 6.11 23.57 21.26
Two9 30.71 11.95 96.90 15.59 2.42 34.28 23.33
Two10 25.32 8.30 95.50 21.04 3.27 15.15 20.46
Two11 27.75 6.12 84.60 21.22 6.89 18.05 24.49
Two12 45.06 24.60 80.40 39.79 12.00 34.60 24.48
Two13 49.23 27.38 64.10 25.11 14.49 48.70 28.74
Two14 27.16 28.81 81.10 25.75 6.43 59.10 26.49
Three1 27.71 9.10 95.80 47.56 6.17 52.63 22.99
Three2 27.71 9.10 89.20 49.15 13.46 49.66 24.14
Three3 29.41 5.93 91.50 47.78 13.57 49.09 20.77
Three6 36.36 8.92 79.70 40.92 12.89 37.78 24.90
Three7 36.24 14.51 86.20 47.35 11.74 40.40 23.76
Average 30.74 11.70 88.04 29.97 7.55 32.46 22.81

our method on this dataset as well. This is the first time that a VVAD method is

compared with audio/multimodal VAD+SSL methods.

Table 5.3 compares performances of VAD+SSL methods [171, 10, 172, 87, 81] and

our method. We apply the same evaluation protocol and the metric (Diarization

Error Rate=1-Accuracy) with them. Vijayasenan et al. [171] use only audio features

for VAD+SSL. Studies [10, 172, 87, 81] are different from each other as they either

use different SSL methods (SRP-PHAT in [89], audio onsets in [172], algorithms

[173, 174] in [81]) or as they track different body parts (lips [89], facial landmarks

[172], full body [87, 81]).

Overall, the best performing VAD+SSL methods are [81] using [173] and [10], which

are both multimodal. As mentioned in [81], it is common that SSL methods are ef-

fective in a set up where an omnidirectional microphone array placed very close to

the subjects. Additionally, [89, 81] use visual trackers contributing SSL resulting
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in more precise localization. As subjects are instructed to gesticulate fewer espe-

cially while speaking, which contradicts with natural human behavior in psychology

literature [137], most of the time, lips movement is the only visual cue indicating

the speech. This is the main reason [10], which relies on lips trajectories, performs

well on average but fails for sequences; Two12, Two13, Two14 where participants

occlude their faces from time to time. Whereas, our method’s performance does not

change drastically in these sequences.

Our method (S-VVAD) is able to outperform [171], [172], [87] as well as [81]w/[174].

It can be observed that the performance of the best performing method: [81] is

highly dependent on the SSL method used. Its performance decreases when the

number of people in the scene increases. However, the performance of S-VVAD is

independent to the number of people in the scene. Overall, S-VVAD, which performs

VAD and localization simultaneously by using only visual cues, has very promising

results. There is a high potential that its performance can be improved, e.g., when

it is combined with SSL methods, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

5.2.4 Analyses on RealVAD Dataset

RealVAD dataset is generated from a YouTube video composed of a panel discussion

lasting for approximately 83 minutes [5]. There is only one static camera capturing

all panelists, the moderator and audiences. The VAD annotations belong to 9

panelists who are sitting in two rows. Panelists are not looking at the camera but

instead they can be gazing audience, other panelists, their laptop, the moderator or

anywhere in the room while speaking or not speaking. Thus, they were captured

not only from frontal-view but also from side-view varying based on their instant

posture and head orientation. A sample field of view of RealVAD dataset is shown

in Figure 5.4 3rd column. See Section 4.3.5, for more detail about this dataset [5]

We follow the same evaluation protocol with the SOA (F1-score and leave-one-

panelist-out cross validation) while we created one DI from 10 consecutive RGB
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frames that is in line with SOA.

5.2.5 Cross-Dataset Analysis

The cross-dataset analysis performed is: training S-VVAD with the whole Modified

Columbia dataset (i.e., the images are composed of two or three persons) and testing

the trained S-VVAD on the entire video frames of RealVAD dataset 4.3.5. The

corresponding results are given in Table 5.4, which are compared with the baseline

results. The baselines include the method of Chapter 4 that is i) trained and tested

on RealVAD dataset (so-called the same-dataset analysis) while both training and

testing images include a single person at a time and ii) trained on Columbia dataset

(i.e., the images composed of single person) and tested on RealVAD dataset’s images

composed of single person.
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Table 5.4: Cross-Dataset Analyses: the test set is RealVAD dataset [5], training set is given in brackets for each method. The best result
of each column is emphasized in bold-face.

Method P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 Avg. Std.
[5] (Trained w/ RealVAD) 51.63 53.49 42.92 51.70 44.40 50.48 58.73 67.94 55.75 53.04 7.50
[5] (Train w/ Columbia) 53.56 51.08 41.09 50.22 37.29 50.32 56.74 53.58 69.79 51.52 9.25
S-VVAD (Train with Modified Columbia) 58.33 59.28 47.97 44.76 37.28 57.38 55.60 71.34 41.05 52.55 10.69
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5.2.6 Qualitative Assessment

Example qualitative VAD and localization results of S-VVAD are given in Figure

5.5. These results were obtained when our method was applied to the Modified

Columbia dataset. More results including S-VVAD applied to RealVAD dataset can

be found in Figure 5.6.

In Figure 5.5, the localization results imposed on the middle RGB video frame

(left) -recall that one dynamic image is obtained from 10 consecutive RGB video

frames- and then the corresponding bounding boxes (right), if and only if they are

classified correctly, are shown. S-VVAD is able to differentiate the body motion of

the speakers and non-speakers, which can be observed from the localization results.

Some activities resulting in body motion are changing the head and/or body pose,

opening a bottle, drinking water. They have been correctly differentiated from the

body motion due to speaking. On the other hand, there are some cases, where the

localization is performed correctly, i.e., S-VVAD is able to detect the body motion

associated with speech activity correctly, however, the predicted bounding boxes are

not plotted. This is because the predicted bounding boxes do not follow the IoU

rule applied.

5.3 Conclusions and Future Work

We have demonstrated a novel VVAD method, namely S-VVAD, which learns body

motion cues associated with speaking activity within a weakly-supervised semantic

segmentation. Our method works on a single modality, is end-to-end, models the

body motion of a person without relying on body part detectors (e.g., face, lips). At

test time, it operates on the whole image such that it does not apply extra person

detectors to localize a person. It is very practical as it works without any prior

information, and does not have constraints on the number of persons present in a

scene or on the structure of the interactions. It is a generic, person-independent
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Figure 5.5: Example localization results (red for not-speaking, green for speaking)
imposed on the middle RGB video frame (left). The corresponding predicted bound-
ing boxes (red for not-speaking, green for speaking), which are correctly detected
(right). All these results were obtained when S-VVAD was applied to the Modified
Columbia dataset.
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Figure 5.6: Example localization results (red for not-speaking, green for speaking)
imposed on the middle RGB video frame for the participants having VAD ground-
truth for that specific video frame. All these results were obtained when S-VVAD
was applied to the ReadVAD dataset within a cross-dataset setting (see text for
details).
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approach, which does not require re-training for every new person.

S-VVAD works well in various challenging conditions, demonstrating effective re-

sults on multiple datasets. Its performance is better than SOA VVAD and MVAD

methods. It achieved very promising results compared to SOA audio/multimodal

VAD+SSL methods. It is able to generalize well, thus, can be applied to different

datasets while being trained on others.

The performance of S-VVAD drops in case of severe occlusions within subjects. This

potentially can be compensated by using audio or other detectors. A limitation of

our method is requiring the number of frames to construct one dynamic image

(all other parameters are found automatically using validation data). We fixed this

value in all experiments, but as future work selecting this value automatically will be

explored. S-VVAD will be extended to processes on distributed camera systems such

that it can operate on complex scenarios like free-standing conversational groups

[175].

Publication:

Shahid, Muhammad, Cigdem Beyan, and Vittorio Murino. ”S-VVAD: Visual Voice

Activity Detection by Motion Segmentation.” Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF Winter

Conference on Applications of Computer Vision. 2021.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this chapter the conclusions of this thesis are present, which are related to ex-

ploration of computational approaches for some applications of small group social

interactions such as emergent leadership detection, leadership style style prediction,

high/low extroversion classification and more basic task visual voice activity de-

tection and visual voice activity localization by motion segmentation in real world

setting. Furthermore, the limitations and application constraints of our work are

highlighted and also present the prospective remedy and future direction of this

effort.

The aforementioned Chapters 3,4,5 present the following primary contributions:

• In Chapter 3, a more direct and computationally efficient visual activity based

nonverbal features representation learning for social interactions analysis.

• A novel and more general approach is adapted in Chapter 3 for a number of

small group social interactions related tasks such as an emergent leadership

detection, leadership style prediction and high/low extraversion classification.

It achieved promising results by using only visual information even in compar-

ison to recent multi-modal based approaches.

112
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• One of successful methods to visual voice activity detection by finding out

the best spatial-temporal motion representation in combination to end-to-end

deep learning based method is presented in Chapter 4.

• An easily extendable (does not require retaining from scratch) unsupervised

domain adaptive approach for visual VAD to privilege the domain specific

aspect of person to person domain shift problem. It achieved state-of-the-art

results on the real-world datasets in comparison to even multi-modal based

approaches as present in Chapter 4.

• A detailed survey is presented on visual VAD related methods, datasets and

an evaluation metric is stated in Chapter 4 to assess the strength and weakness

of the previous dataset to make room for new prospective datasets.

• A novel way to approach visual voice activity detection that turns it into

voice activity localization problem is devised in Chapter 5. An end-to-end

weakly super-wised approach for visual voice activity localization is proposed

as compared to the traditional modular pipeline for the majority of visual

VAD systems.

These contributions are recapped in the remaining part of this chapter, along with

a discussion of their limitations and future perspectives.
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6.1 Main Contributions, Limitations and Future

Work

6.1.1 Small Group Social Interactions Analysis

Main Findings

Small group social interactions analysis using nonverbal features (NFs) is an active

research area in social computing. Usually, audio-based nonverbal features such

as speaking activity-based (SpeakAct, e.g., speaking turn, speaking length, and

successful interruptions) are intensively used. These NFs are leveraged for several

applications in social psychology such as emergent leader detection, perceived dom-

inance detection, and personality trait classification. Moreover it can be beneficial

that visual NFs should perform as good as audio-based NFs particularly when the

audio sensory data is corrupted, noisy and/or may not be available. The Visual

activity (VisualAct) NFs is an important cue to analyse the social interactions in

small groups as referred by many studies. The most outstanding approach to rep-

resent VisualAct were in terms of body activity (body motion), head activity (head

motion), weighted motion energy image (wMEI) and 2-dimensional (2D) body pose.

A few of these VisualAct-based NFs such as head activity, body activity were not

so successful when used alone and/or together for some research problems such as

leadership prediction [42]. Having all these observation, a novel VisualAct feature

extraction method is highly desirable. So there is an opportunity to find out new

ways of representations learning for VisualAct. In Chapter 3, one way to realise it

using optical flow based body motion representation in combination with Convo-

lutional Neural Network based VisualAct NFs learning in a data driven manner is

presented. These novel VisualAct-based NFs are used and to predict several social

interactions in small group meetings, which results (significantly) performance gain

not only in comparison to the state of the art VisualAct-based NFs but also supe-
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rior then state of the art VisualAct-based NFs are fused with various audio-based

and video-based NFs. Furthermore, a comprehensive analysis is performed to find

out the best encoding method for much low-dimensional NFs representations and

optimal performance in the context of social interactions analysis.

Limitation and Future Work

The proposed method is specifically applied for small group interactions analysis

such as meeting scenarios where individual cameras and a microphone for each par-

ticipants are capturing occlusion-free video and less noisy speech signals respectively

for better feature learning.

As a future work the aforementioned system can be adapted to work in more wild

scenarios such as free-standing conversational groups or in more crowded environ-

ments. The proposed visual activity cues (thanks for being data-driven) can poten-

tially be applied to any application based on nonverbal behavior analysis. In future

the method can be computationally optimised by filtering out the less motion frames

in early prepossessing steps, which might also give rise to performance improvement

as well.

6.1.2 Visual Voice Activity Detection

Main Findings

The most prevalent and instinctive way to perform VAD is based on audio process-

ing whereas multimodal approaches (usually named active speaker detection) has

recently got more attention due to their robust and more accurate performances.

These audio-visual modality based methods are realised on joint modeling of speech,

facial and body cues or can be based on speaker diarization while video is mainly

used to track/localize the person to the speech. These methods are extremely sen-
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sitive to both modalities and there will be big performance degradation in case of

noisiness or missing data from either modality. Furthermore, the majority of visual-

VAD have been performed based on lips motion detection, facial expressions, hand

movement, head activity, and visual focus of attention (VFOA) resulted in very

effective VAD within some constrained environments. As a result, the whole upper

body based activity cues can outperform as compared to these constrained body

parts based VAD systems. There are several ways to detect/represent the visual ac-

tivity of a person to perform visual-VAD such as motion history images (MHI), and

Optical flows are well known methods to represent the visual activity. Additionally,

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have showed state-of the-art performance for

many research problems, including activity recognition and localization task. A new

spatial-temporal activity representation (named as dynamic images) in combination

with CNN is adapted for visual VAD learning as given in Chapter 4 and it gave

novel results as compared to previous visual VAD methods.

As mentioned several times in the psychology literature [26], the way people ges-

ticulate while speaking differ too much from person to person depending upon its

cultural background and type of personality. It results in divergent body motion

as a result which gives rise to domain shift problem. To overcome this, an end-

to-end unsupervised domain adaptation solution is devised as presented in Chapter

4 . In short, the new feature representations are obtained by applying two-layers

stacked sparse autoencoder, and a simple subspace alignment method using source

and target data and a classifier is jointly trained using the VAD labels of the training

data only. This proposed domain adaptation technique showed novel results even

as compared multi-modality based approaches.

As we have observed, the importance of datasets for the machine learning domain,

especially deep learning, requires too much robust data to be successful in a real-

world environment. The VAD datasets in the literature have played a catalyst role

to breakthrough several approaches. Nonetheless, most of these datasets are limited

to address many real-world challenges. They generally include short and relatively
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simple scenarios. Most of methods are based on role-plays, which were captured

in a lab setting where the subjects do not behave naturally as they perform the

imposed role instead of a spontaneous behavior. Motivating from this, a new multi-

modal dataset (called RealVAD) is created from a real-world (no role-plays) panel

discussion as given in Chapter 4. This dataset contains many actual situations/

challenges that are missing in previous VAD datasets. The RealVAD dataset is

benchmarked by applying the proposed method as well as cross-dataset analyses.

Limitation and Future Work

As a limitation the proposed method is subjective to defining the number of raw

video frames to construct one single dynamic image, which is fixed to 10 in this

thesis. As the method is only relying on visual modality, it is robust in case of

simultaneous speaker situation but our RealVAD dataset does not contain such a

situation where multiple participants are speaking at the same time.

As future work, the proposed method will be adapted to work on data streams having

more camera motions such as egocentric videos. It can also be adapted to perform

VAD in crowd, and multiparty egocentric video streams. It can be applied in multi-

human to robot interaction scenarios to find out the active interacting person and

for further analysing the nonverbal behavior of active speaker.

6.1.3 Visual Voice Detection by Motion Segmentation

Main Findings

As mentioned earlier, the multi-model based VAD methods are quite prevalent and

successful in many situations but they can fail when there are simultaneous speak-

ers. In that case the visual VAD can be successful. Generally, the visual VAD is

applied as a modular structure for example in the earlier steps face, lips, body parts
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or at least person detection is applied afterwards voice activity is found out on each

segmented face, lips or body. A voice activity detection problem is turned into voice

activity localization by using a direct approach (named as Visual Voice Activity

Detection by motion Segmentation (S-VVAD)). S-VVAD uses the ”holistic” body

motion of a person (i.e., is not dependent on a specific body part) represented in

terms of a single dynamic image. The body motion cues associated with speech ac-

tivity (speaking/not-speaking) are learned in conjunction with a weakly-supervised

semantic segmentation framework with data driven approach as presented in Chap-

ter 5. Therefore, S-VVAD is not only able to determine whether someone is speaking

or not, but also localize that person simultaneously. A detailed evaluation is per-

formed on real-worlds datasets and also an analysis is performed in cross dataset

setting. S-VVAD works well in various challenging conditions, demonstrating ef-

fective results on multiple real-world datasets. Its performance is better than SOA

VVAD and MVAD methods.

Limitation and Future Work

S-VVAD method is tested only on panel discussion scenarios where generally peo-

ple’s body profile view is within the camera field of view. The performance may

deteriorate when S-VVAD is applied in wild scenarios like when conversing partici-

pants face each other instead of camera such as a free standing group or in a more

diverse situation like crowd or mingled scenarios.

The proposed method can be adapted into a smart multimodal VAD system, which

automatically estimates the most reliable nonverbal cue (audio, body motion, lips

motion, etc.) at real-time and performs VAD based on it. In future the S-VVAD

can be extended to processes on distributed camera systems such that it can operate

on complex scenarios like free-standing conversational groups.
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